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ABSTRACT 

The ETICS solution enables several modes of operation and types of assured service quality interconnection 

goods to be traded among network service providers. The purpose of this deliverable is to summarize the 

key challenges and macro-economic objectives in this regard, and to identify and define the requirements 

for the ETICS solution, including the roadmap proposal. The scope covers both high-level external 

requirements as well as more detailed system requirements. Some requirements describe specific modes 

or goods. However, all the options have not been described to the same level of detail at the current stage. 

This document is therefore also meant to inspire and influence future solutions, beyond what could be 

developed in the ETICS project.  
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E XE CUT I VE  S UMM AR Y  

Internet connectivity and services have been of tremendous value to society. Internet services and 

universal data connectivity are of increasing importance to developed countries as well as to emerging 

markets by revolutionizing every aspect of people’s lives. At the same time, it is also becoming increasingly 

evident that the current Internet business models fall short in several respects: On the one hand, Network 

Service Providers (NSPs) are increasingly concerned that they do not get return on their investments 

according to the value they provide and suffer from continuous profit margin erosion limiting their 

potential for new network investments. On the other hand, in terms of connectivity, the end customers are 

only offered best effort services, limiting the set applications they can enjoy. These fundamental 

shortcomings of the industry impede investments in networking technologies and innovations for new 

Internet services. We believe there is a significant unexploited value creation potential both for the 

connectivity industry as well as the internet services industry. This has motivated our research addressing 

new Internet interconnection paradigms and business models, under the hypothesis that assured service 

quality will help resolving the above challenges. 

As a result of this research the ETICS project is proposing technical solutions as well as business models that 

are placed into an overall roadmap.  The heart of this ETICS solution is the common and shared definition 

of interconnection goods enabling assured service quality (ASQ) at different quality levels. These ASQ 

interconnection goods are offered and demanded by NSPs, enabling them to offer new services to existing 

customers and reach additional customers outside their own network e.g. enterprises and service 

providers. The ASQ goods complement existing peering and transit agreements and have been designed 

with the intention to create a better balance between the actors in terms of revenue sharing and incentives 

for investments. It is believed that this is important for the development of innovative new services, and in 

particular of those that are demanding high levels of network performance and quality assurance. 

Moreover, the use of ASQ goods is expected to result in a higher level of network resource efficiency. The 

society is anticipated to benefit from the increased efficiency through new services that are better suited to 

individual needs.  

The purpose of this deliverable is to summarize the key challenges and macro-economic objectives and to 

identify and define the requirements for the ETICS solution, including the roadmap proposal. The scope 

covers both high-level external requirements as well as more detailed system requirements. The ETICS 

solution enables several modes of operation and types of ASQ goods. Some requirements describe specific 

modes or goods. However, all the options have not been described to the same level of detail at the 

current stage. The scope of this document is therefore also to inspire and influence future solutions, 

beyond what could be developed in the ETICS project. 

Individual NSPs have different motivations for exchanging ASQ goods as well as different preferences in 

technical approach and processes. Hence, the solution must be flexible in order to facilitate different NSP 

business policies and enable positive tussles in the Internet ecosystem to play out and find compromises 

that are both incentive-compatible and efficient. The ETICS solution does not specify how individual NSPs 
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should differentiate, target their customers or compete. We have found it unrealistic to develop only one 

technical solution, knowing various NSPs’ background and preferences. Moreover, leaving a margin for 

differentiation between NSPs should provide additional welfare to end-customers.  

At the technical level, the ETICS solution must provide efficient route selection, matching customer needs 

to available network resources. In order to do this, exchange of quality-of-service (QoS) performance 

metrics and expectations between NSPs is essential. The business coordination must also involve exchange 

of prices for different routes. In the initial stages this should however be based on human intelligence and 

manual processes.  

The solution should enable fair competition, be open and transparent, and not restrict general participation 

to a closed set of NSPs. Alignment of technical interfaces and business processes should however be 

provided in order to achieve the anticipated efficiency gains. At the ecosystem level, monetary rewards 

obtained from both selling and buying ASQ goods should provide incentives to solve inter-domain 

information asymmetry issues and thus provide net money flow towards fundamental bottleneck resources 

and geographies. 

The solution must support establishing aggregate infrastructure resources and also end-user triggered 

sessions established at the much faster time scale. The solution must support service level agreement (SLA) 

life-cycle management, including SLA assurance.  

The ETICS solution defines two main service categories, ASQ Paths corresponding to aggregate network 

resources, and End-user ASQ connectivity corresponding to retail sessions at the end-user demand time 

scale. The end-user ASQ connectivity enables a rich set of innovative and new services to reach the end 

user and leverages the benefits of ASQ wholesale services down to the end customer.  

ASQ paths can further be subdivided into ASQ tunnels from one physical point of interconnect (PoI) to a 

closed set of end points for aggregate traffic, and ASQ traffic termination from one PoI to an open set of 

destinations called a Region. This is also denoted as a PoI2Region service. The scope of each region is a 

business decision of the respective supplier NSP. It could span e.g. a geographical area, business customers, 

or mobile customer end-points. In order to avoid state-awareness for the equipment managing aggregate 

resources, the End-user ASQ connectivity service should not rely on knowing the exact PoIs for the ASQ 

path. 

The focus of the ETICS solution is on the traffic aggregate level, namely on ASQ paths. Faced by the 

challenges of coordination between the NSPs the ETICS solution is proposing two fundamental 

collaboration modes. First, NSPs can create new ASQ paths by concatenating their own network to one or 

more ASQ paths obtained from their neighbours. This is called the bilateral cascading collaboration mode. 

NSPs can also enter into multi-party agreements about how to aggregate and compose ASQ paths. This is 

called coordinated ASQ composition and has the advantage that routing can be based on more detailed, 

specific and dynamic information obtained from networks far away topologically. 

It shall be possible to provide inter-NSP enterprise VPN services and datacentre cloud connectivity by 

considering enterprise customer end-points inside an NSP network to be end-points for ASQ paths. Specific 

requirements and recommendations have been formulated for automating business customer VPN set-up. 

An important consideration here has been compatibility with existing mechanisms and protocols. 
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The ETICS solution contains five basic charging principles for IP traffic. It shall be possible to combine these 

with event-based charging at the session or application layer, e.g. for assured quality content delivery, 

voice-over-IP and rich communication services.  

Sending Party Network Pays (SPNP) is suggested as the key foundation for charging between NSPs, simply 

implying that the sending side network is responsible for compensating the receiving side for delivery when 

packets are handed over. This principle can be implemented stand-alone for the cascading bilateral 

collaboration mode and be balanced against retail broadband access charges in each network. This 

principle allows for independent ASQ traffic routing in the two directions between two endpoints and 

distance-based charging e.g. in accordance with different costs and value generation potential in different 

regions of the world. 

Hybrid mode SPNP charging implies that the originating NSP directly compensates more than one of the 

other NSPs on the ASQ path. It can serve to avoid situations with cascading monopolies at the packet-

terminating side. 

Initiating Party Network Pays (IPNP) on-top-of SPNP charging allows having one single paying end-

customer for bidirectional traffic or connectivity sessions, assuming that one NSP accepts responsibility as 

initiator. Intermediate NSPs in an ASQ path are generally not involved beyond SPNP. 

Cascading tunnel oriented charging implies that a customer NSP compensates its neighbour directly for 

bidirectional traffic along the ASQ path. It avoids advanced compensation mechanisms needed for IPNP on-

top-of-SPNP, but restricts routing flexibility by bundling traffic directions.  

Path computation based tunnel oriented charging implies that the initiating NSP directly compensates 

more than one of the other NSPs on the ASQ path. Similar to hybrid mode SPNP, this serves to limit 

cascading monopoly effects. 

Given considerations about business urgency and implementation complexity, the anticipated roadmap 

starts with the simultaneous implementation of simple bilateral PoI2Region services between two 

customer-facing NSPs, based on existing route announcements between the NSPs, and better-than-best-

effort guarantees for end-user ASQ connectivity services. This should be followed by assured bandwidth on-

demand end-user ASQ connectivity services, e.g. for small or medium enterprises. Subsequently, ASQ 

tunnels between two enterprises served by neighbouring NSPs are expected to appear. The following steps 

address longer NSP chains with bilateral cascading and coordinated ASQ composition.   

In addition to the different collaboration modes the ETICS solution also introduces three main types of ASQ 

interconnection communities, namely, i) Open Association (solely technical specifications and best practice 

directives), ii) Federation (an additional level of information dissemination and common objectives, 

potentially common technical facilities for supporting functions), and iii) Alliance (common and strict 

business policy rules directed by a defined market objective and potentially revenue sharing). While the 

bilateral cascading mode is associated with the open association, the coordinated ASQ composition mode 

will require the federation or alliance community type. For each of the three community types ETICS is 

proposing a set of detailed rules that should guide the deployment of the associated ETICS solution options.  

Detailed SLA requirements and recommendations have been formulated for the main ASQ goods, taking 

into account both the community context and the anticipated roadmap timing. ASQ paths and their SLAs 
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must include a definition of boundaries, including PoIs and their traffic identifiers, and support aggregated 

traffic services with minimal guaranteed availability and minimum guaranteed bandwidth at these PoIs. 

Guarantees for delay, jitter and packet loss as well as price information for automated composition are not 

considered necessary in an initial phase.  

The ETICS solution must ensure router forwarding decisions that are consistent across exchanged ASQ path 

information and the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) routes.  

Beyond the initial phase, probes for SLA monitoring need to be identified for each ASQ path. Strong routing 

preferences may be specified by SLAs in the longer term. This would e.g. allow avoiding traffic flows 

through specific geographical territories.  

End-user ASQ connectivity services are implemented by the Service Enhancement Functional Area (SEFA) 

in the ETICS solution. SEFA must initially provide mechanisms for a customer-facing NSP to interrogate 

another NSP about its ASQ capabilities for a specific end-point, and to set up and tear down end-user ASQ 

connectivity. More advanced features are foreseen in later phases, e.g. for supporting congestion-based 

charging. 

The present requirements address many different ASQ goods and collaboration contexts, without being 

complete. Further work is needed to detail specific business relevant use cases in order to progress 

technical specifications and further implementations. More detailed and use case specific requirements are 

needed for initial commercial deployment as well as for SLA life-cycle management processes.  
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1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 BACKBROUND, OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

Internet connectivity and services have been of tremendous value to society. Internet services and 

universal data connectivity are of increasing importance to developed countries as well as to emerging 

markets and revolutionize every aspect of people’s lives. At the same time, it is also becoming increasingly 

evident that the current Internet business models fall short in two respects: On the one hand, Network 

Service Providers (NSPs) are increasingly concerned that they do not get return on their investments 

according to the value they provide and suffer from continuous profit margin erosion limiting their 

potential for new network investments. Simultaneously, in terms of connectivity, the end customers are 

only offered best effort services, limiting the set applications they can enjoy. These fundamental 

shortcomings of the industry impede investments in networking technologies and innovations for new 

Internet services. We believe there is a significant unexploited value creation potential both for the 

connectivity industry as well as the internet services industry.  This has motivated our research addressing 

new Internet interconnection paradigms and business models, under the hypothesis that assured service 

quality will help resolving the above challenges. 

As a result of this research the ETICS project is proposing technical solutions as well as business models that 

are placed into an overall roadmap.  The heart of this ETICS solution is the common and shared definition 

of interconnection goods enabling assured service quality (ASQ) at different quality levels. These ASQ 

interconnection goods are offered and demanded by NSPs, enabling them to offer new services to existing 

customers and reach additional customers outside their own network e.g. enterprises and service 

providers. The ASQ goods complement existing peering and transit agreements and have been designed 

with the intention to create a better balance between the actors in terms of revenue sharing and incentives 

for investments. It is believed that this is important for the development of innovative new services, and in 

particular of those that are demanding high levels of network performance and quality assurance. 

Moreover, the use of ASQ goods is expected to result in a higher level of network resource efficiency. The 

society is anticipated to benefit from the increased efficiency through new services that are better suited to 

individual needs.  

The purpose of this deliverable is to summarize the key challenges and macro-economic objectives and to 

identify and define the requirements for the ETICS
1
 solution, including the roadmap proposal (replacing 

Del2.2). The scope covers both high-level external requirements as well as more detailed system 

requirements. The ETICS solution enables several modes of operation and types of ASQ goods. Some 

requirements describe specific modes or goods. However, all the options have not been described to the 

same level of detail at the current stage. Note also that the ETICS requirements and specification scope is 

wider than that of the ETICS core-system architecture and implementation scope. 

                                                        
1
 In this deliverable “ETICS” is used in general as a notion for the existing ETICS solutions as well as future solutions based on the 

existing ones, and for the future anticipated ASQ interconnection communities based on the ETICS solution principles.  
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Individual NSPs have different motivations for exchanging ASQ goods as well as different preferences in 

technical approach and processes. Hence, the solution must be flexible in order to facilitate different NSP 

business policies and enable positive tussles in the Internet ecosystem to play out and find compromises 

that are both incentive-compatible and efficient. The ETICS solution does not specify how individual NSPs 

should differentiate, target their customers or compete.  

At the technical level, the ETICS solution must provide efficient route selection, matching customer needs 

to available network resources. In order to do this, exchange of quality-of-service (QoS) performance 

metrics and expectations between NSPs is essential. The business coordination must also involve exchange 

of prices for different routes. In the initial stages this should however be based on human intelligence and 

manual processes.  

The focus of the deliverable is to define and motivate the set of fundamental ASQ goods and services, and 

associated requirements as well as recommendations pointing out further direction. As expected, this 

(updated) set of ASQ goods and requirements cannot possibly cover all the anticipated business 

opportunities and services, e.g. specializations, niches etc. However, a concise and limited set of ASQ goods 

and capabilities comprises an important step towards addressing the coordination challenge that the NSPs 

are facing both technically and business wise. Thus, this will help alleviate the bootstrap and coordination 

challenges of going beyond the existing Internet interconnection agreements. Longer-term requirements 

are believed to further enhance the value, assuming bootstrapping and the initial steps of an ASQ Internet 

interconnection market have been solved. Formulated requirements corresponding to this set of ASQ 

goods are addressing high-level topics as well as more detailed service and SLA life-cycle aspects.  

The set of ASQ goods and supporting capabilities presented in this deliverable are not expected to be 

sufficient for the global Internet scale. However, the proposed ASQ goods and requirements are indicating 

a direction forward that has the potential of addressing the global Internet scale. Moreover, the introduced 

ASQ goods and requirements are not expected to contradict future requirements and ASQ goods for 

addressing the scale of the global Internet.  

Compared with the first deliverable [Del2.2] this refined and final deliverable from ETICS on business and 

technical requirements has addressed or updated: 

• A condensed overview of the current industry issues and the targets aimed at by the ETICS solution 

• The overview of the ETICS solution, including ETICS NSP-to-NSP network services and collaboration 

modes 

• A revision of the high-level requirements and recommendations 

• Common service and SLA requirements  

• Requirements and recommendations addressing the ASQ traffic termination service, that is, an 

ASQ path from one Point of Interconnect (PoI) to an open set of destinations called a Region. This 

is also denoted as a PoI2Region service. 

• Requirements and recommendations addressing the End-user ASQ connectivity service that is 

enabled and supported by the so-called Service Enhancement Functional Area (SEFA). This updates 

the so-called “Vertical interconnect goods and end-user session handling” in [Del2.2], Section 4.4. 
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• Requirements and recommendations addressing inter-NSP business VPN services and capabilities.  

However, the [Del2.2] Sections 6 and 7, on Service Management and Network capabilities requirements 

respectively, have not be revised and updated according to the elaborated ETICS NSP-to-NSP network 

services and collaboration modes.  

  

1.2 DOCUMENT STRUCTURE  

 

Section 2 first provides some reflection over the current situation and challenges. This however, is more 

thoroughly addressed in deliverables [Del2.1 and Del3.2]. Then, a series of macro-economic objectives and 

requirements resulting from information, market, and general techno-economical dimensions are 

addressed and overviewed. Economic-driven and overall requirements or objectives introduced here are 

formalized into specific high-level requirements in Section 5 below. The latest project developments in the 

overall architecture and ASQ interconnection community fronts are considered and their impact in the 

ecosystem is highlighted. 

Section 3 provides a brief introduction of the overall ETICS solution while focusing on the ETICS actor role 

model, the main collaboration modes and the main NSP-to-NSP network services. An in-depth description 

of the ETICS solution and core-system deployment options can be found in Deliverable 4.4 [Del4.4]. On the 

other hand, the ETICS charging principles or main alternatives are introduced as such for the first time in 

this deliverable. 

The suggested overall ETICS roadmap was introduced in Deliverable 4.4, Section 4.5. Section 4 below is a 

reproduction of that section. In addition and as a complementary part the Annex Section 9.2 considers a set 

of more detailed topics and issues in the light of the roadmap.   

Section 5 contains the refined high-level business requirements and recommendation of the ETICS solution, 

as well as related recommendations. The requirements of [Del2.2] have been re-assessed in terms of scope 

and relevance to the technical implementation of the project. The work performed in the project’s work 

packages has enabled a more mature evaluation of the requirements in [Del2.2] and a clear identification 

of what is relevant to an ETICS solution and what is not, due to either technical or business issues.  

Section 6 contains the refined requirements and recommendation considering the various types of NSP-to-

NSP services and their SLAs. First, the common service and SLA requirements are addressed, after which 

the service type specific requirements and recommendations are addressed. Specific requirements 

considering specific deployment scenarios or collaboration modes are also identified and described.  

Section 7 provides concluding remarks as well as suggestions on follow-up work or initiatives beyond the 

project.  
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1.3 GLOSSARY 

BASIC DEFINITIONS  

Name Definition Description 

Network Service 

Provider (NSP) 

A business or organization that sells 

bandwidth or network access by providing 

direct backbone access to the Internet and 

usually access to its network access 

points (NAPs). For such a reason, network 

service providers are sometimes referred to 

as backbone providers or internet providers  

(Source: Wikipedia) 

In the ETICS Ecosystem, the NSP is 

responsible for assured quality traffic 

delivery. 

ETICS community The set of NSPs as suppliers and buyers of 

ETICS network services (see [ETICS-D3.5] as 

refinement of the concepts introduced in 

[ETICS-D4.3]) 

 

The notion of ETICS community (ASQ 

interconnection community) is 

flexible in terms of how the NSPs 

interact and do business. An ETICS 

community is described both in 

technological and in economics-

business terms by a set of network 

capabilities, lifecycle management 

and business processes, as well as 

specific rules for conducting trade 

and for sharing revenues. 

ETICS portal The ETICS portal is the interface between 

the ETICS community and the ETICS 

customers. In this portal the customer can 

find information about all the regions that 

are served by the ETICS community 

ETICS customers, willing to buy an 

ETICS inter-carrier ASQ path, first 

connect the ETICS portal. The ETICS 

portal will help them finding which 

destination regions are reachable 

through the NSP community. The 

ETICS portal can be per NSP or per 

Community. Accordingly, the 

capabilities of the portal will differ.  

ETICS solution The overall solution proposed by ETICS 

considering the inter-networking solution 

and network services as well as the ETICS 

core-system solution providing, managing 

and supporting inter-carrier ASQ paths and 

connectivity. 

 

ETICS 

Architecture 

Architectural concepts enabling the 

realisation of the ETICS solution and its 

deployment in practice. Resulting 

deployments may be referred to as ETICS 

System. The interaction between the ETICS 

System and customers, e.g. NSPs and InfSPs, 
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are handled by (but not limited to) the help 

of the ETICS Portal. 

ETICS Core-

system solution 

Part of the overall solution focusing on 

ETICS Services and SLA management as well 

as providing links to underlying 

interconnected networks (and their 

technologies) and applications realised with 

the help of ETICS, e.g. session services. 

 

Facilitator An entity which is not an NSP, its role is to 

perform the service composition. 

Performs service composition in the 

fully centralized deployment 

scenarios. Its role may also be 

extended to or applied for the 

purpose of community wide 

information dissemination.  

Edge or Access 

NSP 

NSP role in the context of specific services, 

when the NSP directly connects end users. 

 

Transit NSP NSP role in the context of specific services, 

when the NSP does not connect end users 

and is responsible for carrying traffic 

between the different edge NSPs. 

 

Information 

Service Provider 

(InfSP) 

Content and applications provider, e.g. 

Google, Facebook, Twitter. Previously also 

referred to as Over-The-Top (OTT) provider. 

The InfSP is not limited to the global 

or big players. (Aka. Content and 

Application Provider, CAP) 

Service Level 

Agreement (SLA) 

A part of a service contract where the level 

of service is formally defined (Source: 

Wikipedia). 

 

 

Autonomous 

System (AS) 

 

Within the Internet, an Autonomous System 

(AS) is a collection of connected Internet 

Protocol (IP) routing prefixes under the 

control of one or more network operators 

that presents a common, clearly defined 

routing policy to the Internet (Source: 

Wikipedia). 

Associated IETF memo: 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1930 

Aggregated 

Traffic 

The part of the ASQ path where the traffic 

of multiple end hosts of a region goes 

through the same path. 

In ETICS the aggregated traffic is 

typically traffic associated to an ASQ 

path as observed at a given  PoI. 

Individual 

Session  

Traffic that is related to an individual host 

or to an individual application within an 

individual host. 

 

Assured Quality 

(AQ) Service 

An ETICS network service is more precisely 

termed Assured Quality (AQ) network 

Service, or for short “AQ Service”. AQ 
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services refer to network services with an 

ASQ nature (see ASQ). 

Assured Service 

Quality (ASQ) 

Assured Service Quality (ASQ) is used as 

adjective referring to quality aspects, i.e. 

QoS traffic properties or guarantees, 

availability, etc., for provisioned network 

services. Please, refer to subsequent 

notions for more detailed usages.  

 

Assured Service 

Quality (ASQ) 

Traffic 

Traffic being attached to ASQ paths and sold 

by the help of ASQ goods. 

 

 

 

Assured quality 

paths / Assured 

Service Quality 

Paths (ASQ 

paths) 

An Inter-carrier ASQ path is an ASQ path 

that crosses multiple NSP domains. It results 

from the concatenation of two or 

more single-NSP ASQ paths.  

 

Quantifiable network connectivity 

services that provide guarantees 

with respect to how data is carried 

(e.g. bandwidth, delay etc.). 

An Inter-carrier ASQ path in general 

is an ASQ path that crosses multiple 

NSP domains. It results from the 

concatenation of two or more single-

NSP ASQ paths. 

Examples for such services are those 

offered by some ISPs to their 

business customers in order to 

interconnect their distant sites and 

data centres spread in different 

locations.  

End-user ASQ 

connectivity 

The End-user ASQ connectivity is realized 

“on-top-of” already existing infrastructure 

level ASQ paths specifically addressing end-

user / end-customer ASQ connectivity 

needs.  

From an NSP-to-NSP point of view 

this service is the so-called 

PoI*2End-Point network service as 

the exact PoI may not be known at a 

given point in time. 

Single-NSP ASQ 

path 

An ASQ path provided purely by a single 

NSP. 

This ASQ path is confided within the 

domain of the NSP and it is seen in 

ETICS as an element of an inter-

carrier ASQ path. Thus, per 

definition, an Inter-carrier ASQ path 

results therefore from the 

concatenation of two or more single-

NSP ASQ paths. 

Inter-carrier ASQ 

path 

An Inter-carrier ASQ path is an ASQ path 

that crosses multiple NSP domains. It results 

from the concatenation of two or 
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more single-NSP ASQ paths. 

ASQ good 

 

Business products being used for selling 

ASQ paths to customers.  

 

Better-Than-Best-

Effort (BTBE) 

Quality-differentiated network services 

being positioned as intermediary between 

Best-Effort and assured bandwidth AQ 

services, i.e., relative rather than absolute 

quality guarantees. 

The BTBE network service can be 

considered as an AQ service.  

   

Note on “AQ Service” vs. “SLA”: AQ Service is the service to be managed by the ETICS service management (B2B) 

system (the system that realizes the “Network Service and Business Plane”). The AQ service has its reality in the 

network itself. The SLA on the other hand is a “tool” that is used between the trading parties and in the ETICS service 

management (B2B) system that help govern, assure and manage the AQ service. Hence, an SLA has its realization 

primarily in the ETICS service management (B2B) system and only indirectly it has implications in the network itself. 

TRAFFIC EXCHANGE AND BOUNDARY OF NETWORK SERVICES 

Name Definition & Description 

Point of 

Interconnect (PoI) 

Physical region where NSPs are interconnected 

Point of Enterprise 

Interconnect (PoEI) 

/ Enterprise end-

point (EEP): 

Identifies a point of interconnection between one NSP and an enterprise network. 

A PoEI also be explained by the notion “Enterprise end-point” (EEP). 

Will be used as the basis for defining where the traffic is delivered (from/to) 

regardless of who would actually “profit” from the traffic delivery service 

End-user end-point 

(UEP) 

The end-user end-point or consumer customer end-point typically corresponds to 

an end-user micro-flow and may be associated with a session connectivity service. 

PoI*2End-Point / 

PoI*2EP 

PoI*2EP services are used in order to enable End-user ASQ connectivity for NSP-

to-NSP services. This service is used where the end-customer specific demand for 

bandwidth is not feasible for establishing an end-customer dedicated ASQ path. 

The handling (management and control) and support of such “on-top-services” are 

enabled by the so-called service enhancement functions (see [Del4-4]). The exact 

PoI might be unknown by the supplier at a given point in time, i.e. being reflected 

in the the PoI* notation. 

Host end-point Refers to a single host, and can be that of a residential or consumer end-user, a 

business end-user, an enterprise server host, or a data centre host 

Multipoint of 

Interconnect 

(mPoI) 

Multipoint is the general term by which we refer to a specific set of given points in 

terms of either a set of PoIs, a set of PoEIs, or a set of host end-points. 

List of several PoIs being targeted by multiple PoI-to-PoI ASQ paths bundled as 

one PoI-to-mPoI ASQ path offer. mPoI may have correspondence to 

Destination/Source region, while being more specific though flexible in their 
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definition. 

Destination or 

Source Region 

Set of host end-points, that is, end-user end-points typically designated by public 

IP addresses, given in terms of a set of IP prefixes. 

Single-NSP network 

service 

Network service where the NSP supplier has responsibility only across his NSP 

domain. 

Multi-NSP network 

service 

Network service where the NSP supplier has responsibility across his NSP domain 

and one or more other NSP domains. 

 

TRAFFIC CHARGING & DEPLOYMENT 

Name Definition 

Traffic termination (TT) The buyer NSP is sending ASQ traffic to the supplier NSP which is 

responsible for sending (terminating) the traffic according to the SLA. This is 

according to the sending party network pays principle. 

Sending Party Network 

Pays (SPNP) 

The party injecting traffic to a supplier NSP’s network takes the 

responsibility for compensating the NSPs until the termination of the traffic 

at its final destination domain by the charges agreed with the supplier NSP. 

Initiating Party Network 

Pays (IPNP) 

IPNP is dedicated to bilateral traffic exchanges use cases, e.g. business video 

conferences. In this case, the NSP facing the party initiating a traffic 

exchange takes the responsibility for compensating the NSPs providing the 

network transmission in both directions. 

Deployment scenario Deployment scenarios describe architectural variants on the axis of 

information dissemination (i.e. push and pull mode) and service 

composition & governance (i.e. fully-centralized, per-NSP centralized, 

distributed mode) dimensions in order to satisfy a variety of business 

demands. 

Collaboration mode Feasible combination of deployment scenarios and ETICS community types 

in practice. Especially of relevance are the following two inter-NSP 

collaboration (coordination) modes: 

Bilateral cascading: A myopic coordination approach (including manual 

operations) based on the distributed push deployment scenario in 

combination with an open alliance community type. 

Coordinated ASQ composition: Coordination based on an inter-NSP level 

multi-domain topology view supporting ASQ path computation at the inter-

NSP level by composing single-NSP services. 
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NSP-TO-NSP (SUPPLIER-TO- BUYER/REQUESTOR) NETWORK SERVICES 

Name Definition Description 

PoI-to-Region Buyer NSP is paying for ASQ traffic 

transported to a given region. 

Traffic Termination: Additional constraints will 

typically apply in order to assure end-to-end 

ASQ for host-to-host session services. 

Region-to-PoI Buyer is paying for receiving ASQ 

traffic from a given region. 

Traffic Origination: Additional constraints will 

typically apply in order to assure end-to-end 

ASQ for host-to-host session services. 

Note. It was decided to put aside this service 

and charging mode, due to unclear motivation 

and implications.  

PoI-to-PoEI  For Trafic Termination: Buyer NSP is 

paying for ASQ traffic transported to 

a given PoEI. 

For bidirectional: The buyer is paying 

for two-way traffic across the given 

segment. 

Traffic Termination, bidirectional: Note that 

several variants of this service apply according 

to exactly where and how the traffic is 

terminated.  

 

PoEI-to-PoI Buyer NSP is paying for ASQ traffic 

transported from a given PoEI. 

Traffic Origination: Note that several variants 

of this service apply according to exactly where 

and how the traffic is terminated/originated. 

This service can be used when charging for 

bidirectional traffic.  

PoI-to-PoI For Traffic Termination: Buyer NSP is 

paying for ASQ traffic transported to 

a given PoI. 

 

For Traffic Origination: Buyer NSP is 

paying for ASQ traffic transported 

from a given PoI. 

Traffic Termination, bidirectional: Note that 

several variants of this service apply according 

to exactly where and how the traffic is 

terminated.  

For bidirectional: The buyer is paying for two-

way traffic across the given segment. 

Traffic Origination: Note that several variants 

of this service apply according to exactly where 

and how the traffic is terminated/originated. 

This service can be used when charging for 

bidirectional traffic.  

ABBREVIATIONS 

Abbreviation Meaning 

IPX IP eXchange 

IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem 

MPLS Multi-Protocol Label Switching 
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2 ECOSYSTEM AND HIGH-LEVEL OBJECTIVES 

In this section, a series of macro-economic objectives and requirements resulting from information, 

market, and general techno-economical dimensions are overviewed. The economic-driven and overall 

requirements or objectives introduced here are formalized into specific high-level requirements in Section 

5 au-dessous. The latest project developments in the overall architecture and ASQ interconnection 

community fronts are considered and their impact in the ecosystem is highlighted. 

2.1 PROBLEMS AND ETICS ADDED VALUE 

The technology and economic aspects of the ETICS research are tightly coupled. This is especially evident in 

the problem of route selection/set-up. It is clear that for the efficient route selection, inter-carrier 

information regarding the QoS performance and the prices of different routes must be available. In a loose 

collaboration model such information may be only partially available. So even if all carriers are assumed to 

be completely honest in reporting their knowledge of their QoS metrics, routes and prices via (even 

cascading) bilateral agreements, the available information might be insufficient in order to maximize 

efficiency. Myopic route selection optimizations – performed in a domain-by-domain manner based on the 

available local information – will not necessarily lead to finding the “best” (defined as a trade-off between 

technical and business objectives) or potentially even a feasible route for some SLA request. This problem 

potentially becomes more serious as the number of involved network domains grows. On the other hand, 

the requirements for accurate information dissemination and tighter cooperation in network management 

decisions can contribute to the health of the ecosystem and the market efficiency, as long as ecosystem 

principles of openness, transparency, non-discrimination and fair competition are preserved.  

The existing interconnection business agreements and models are founded on the best-effort paradigm and 

the IP Peering and Transit business models. End-to-end quality assurance is currently only obtained by 

services operating below the Internet level (e.g. leased lines and VPNs), or approximated by placing caching 

platforms in core networks if applicable. Offering assured quality for Internet inter-domain traffic is 

currently lacking from the market. The great number of interdependent stumbling blocks were initially 

identified and analysed early in the project [D2.1].The current situation may partially be explained by the 

difficulties in multi-actor coordination and agreeing on revised business models, business processes and 

global technological solutions in a multi-provider environment. 

From an economics standpoint, we have identified information asymmetry and the lemon market theory 

[Akerlof] as one possible explanation for the lack of multi-domain QoS-based services in the current market 

place (Section 2, [Del3.5]). These theories are in line with related interconnection economics models from 

literature [Del3.2] and seem to explain the observed phenomenon that QoS is mostly restricted to 

individual network providers, i.e. “on-net” services. Also, the “traditional” strategy of over-provisioning 

cannot be applied in the inter-domain context and over certain parts of the network since the value to be 

gained does not exceed the cost to be incurred. Upgrading the capacity of the interconnection points 
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greatly benefits the smaller networks that though do not invest in the dimensioning of their own network, 

and can enjoy content and services of neighbouring networks via the interconnection point. This “free-

riding” issue of the Best Effort network also motivates the adoption of a “selective degradation” strategy of 

interconnection quality: The large NSPs denies settlement-free peering with good quality with smaller 

networks so as to both keep them as transit customers if possible and more importantly prohibit the 

expansion of smaller networks and increase their market share. These business and economic inefficiencies 

of the current interconnection regime motivate an increasing research and business interest in providing 

solutions for sustainable ecosystems where services relying on quality assurance can be efficiently 

provisioned [ATKearney10], [OECD12]. To this end, ETICS Assured Service Quality (ASQ) goods for 

interconnection, may serve as a way to mitigate those inefficiencies and materialize quality assurance and 

differentiated end-to-end quality levels.  

 The SLA and monetary rewards (compensations) involved in ETICS ASQ goods for meeting (violating) a 

contract, should provide the right incentives for stakeholders to solve the inter-domain information 

asymmetry issue. NSPs control all the characteristics of their networks (e.g. capacity or usage). However, 

they may not disclose this information to potential interconnection partners, since best effort 

interconnection agreements do not provide economic incentives for partners to reveal such information. 

When the effort of each NSP involved in an inter-domain service is not verifiable or rewarded, such services 

will not be supported. A variety of studies have demonstrated that there are significant free-riding and 

unfair revenue sharing issues that prohibit the investments for improving the network infrastructure and 

the service quality provisioned [Del3.2]. 

Beyond the information asymmetry issue, ETICS ASQ goods may provide the means for creating monetary 

flows towards bottleneck resources and for shifting demand towards uncongested alternative routes 

through proper pricing. 

Overall, the current business models result in unmet market needs for:  

a. End-users, who both lack additional choice for services that could be enabled by quality-assured 

interconnections and experience unpredictable performance of current services;  

b. Network Service Providers that cannot differentiate their product offerings and suffer from 

continuous erosion of their profit margins in a saturated market; and  

c. Over-The-Top Providers, which lack assured-quality interconnections that could enrich their 

product offerings, attracting more revenue. 

Hence, the ETICS ASQ goods should provide additional choices for all the stakeholders and serve to enrich 

the product offerings and customer satisfaction in both the wholesale and the retail market. 

Special emphasis needs to be set on enterprise services where already today some market demand e.g. for 

leased lines or VPN services exists. This implies that ETICS needs to incorporate existing enterprise demands 

and further target them by a more flexible service provisioning, i.e. in lieu of leased lines providing more 

cost-efficient and flexible alternatives. 

There are many technical issues that the industry needs to solve and efficient technical solutions need to be 

deployed. The ETICS solution is anticipated to help solving these issues. In particular the following 

objectives have been addressed by the project:  
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• Harmonization of QoS concepts, interfaces, and protocols in order to provide a consistent QoS 

understanding among NSPs involved in interconnections.  

• Going beyond the simple connectivity graph of BGP towards both QoS- and economics-aware 

route selection and also enforcing QoS-routing in the underlying heterogeneous networks in the 

inter-domain context.  

• Suitable QoS differentiated network mechanisms, through various types of ASQ paths, providing 

manageable advancement steps. 

• An efficient, harmonized, and edge-to-edge QoS monitoring mechanism, which hides critical 

information from non-trusted partners (no critical information is shared). The ETICS monitoring 

mechanism requires relatively light-weight concepts allowing the deployment of acceptable 

numbers of probes, as well as an optional focus on solely passive mechanisms avoiding the 

injection of further traffic in already congested networks. 

• Scalable and efficient creation, advertisement, management, and trading of interconnection 

“contracts” and AQ services that also support SLA assurance. 

• A scalable approach and feasible differentiation on features being provided on i) the aggregate 

level (“big pipes”, i.e. ASQ paths), and ii) the end-user or customer ASQ connectivity or session 

level. 

• Technical automation of processes concerning SLA negotiations, end-to-end monitoring, and SLA 

enforcement.  

 

2.2 ETICS APPROACH AND MACRO-ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES 

ETICS jointly addresses the economics and technical issues of inter-NSP ASQ interconnection. Its primary 

focus is to enhance the inter-NSP interconnection services in order to enable end-to-end connectivity 

services with quality assurance.  

In order to achieve this, a major objective is that the NSPs must be able to exchange information and form 

business agreements in order to “trade” the Assured Service Quality (ASQ) goods specified in the ETICS 

technical specifications [Del4.3], [Del4.4], [Del5.8]. The support of these goods implies that certain 

functionality must be in place by the ETICS NSP. Thus, there is the objective of alignment of both business 

and technical processes/functionality must be met.  

ETICS should aim to an open solution that will allow the interconnection actors to select their plausible 

coordination and business model without restricting who may act as buyer or supplier of network resources 

(e.g. non-NSPs may resell resources). Basic coordination models result in different issues regarding the 

availability and the quality of the information available to actors. This is inherently coupled with the 

community paradigm introduced by ETICS: different types of ASQ interconnection communities imply a 

different degree of collaboration, trust and information sharing among the participating NSPs, thus 
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catering for the needs of the market at different stages of maturity and allowing the interconnection 

market actors to select their desirable form of (loose or tight) collaboration.  

Alignment of business processes is analysed in [Del3.5] and is motivated by the community concept: This is 

a novel collaborative (among competitors) network service provisioning and management paradigm, 

introduced by the project in [Del4.3] and analysed in [Del3.5]. Originally introduced in [Del4.3], an ETICS 

community could be: 

• An Open Association, defined by set of loose and solely technical (ETICS) rules: This is an open 

“market place where an NSP can choose to participate by selling or buying ASQ goods according to 

the ETICS specifications2 as adopted by the community”. 

• A Federation when Technical Policy Rules require strict behaviour but where Business Policy Rules 

remain flexible. Inside the Federation, a certain level of trust and common objectives could emerge 

between NSPs and some common SLAs could be negotiated. Potentially, common technical 

facilities for supporting functions could be introduced.  

• An Alliance when both Technical and Business Policy Rules require strict behaviour. Alliance implies 

a high level of trust and collaboration between NSPs, e.g. to allow shared SLAs, revenue sharing 

and penalties. 

The project’s understanding of the community concept has greatly evolved since [Del4.3], due to close 

collaboration among work packages WP2, WP3 and WP4 including feedback from the NSP operational 

departments. This has led to a refinement of the community specification both in conceptual level and 

regarding the rules that are in place, hence allowing a more concrete definition of what is possible in each 

community type and the respective issues. In order to both keep [Del2.3] a self-contained document and 

avoid repetition of material from other deliverables, the reader is encouraged to refer to Annex Section 9.1 

for the detailed treatment of the community definition, types and rules. The Annex is a summary of the 

[Del3.5] community refinement.  

From the aforementioned definitions, it is clear that looser or stricter rules and thus control over the ETICS 

NSP policies prohibit or enable respectively the enforcement of additional requirements that could 

contribute to increasing the efficiency of the ETICS solution. Therefore, different sets of requirements may 

apply to each of the three “types”. Note however that despite their differences, for all three types the 

common ecosystem objectives of fair competition, market transparency, non-discrimination, and market 

efficiency should be met, even by imposing different requirements on each of the types. 

The community concepts also impacts market mechanisms in place and the respective charging and pricing 

schemes that could fit into each of the different community types: It is recommended that market 

mechanisms should be designed according to the “design-for-tussle” principle [Clark05], hence to facilitate 

trade and promote fair competition, without favouring by-design certain stakeholders, raising barriers to 

entry or discriminatory practices issues. The ETICS charging principles introduced in Section 3.5 au-dessous 

are expected to be compatible with the “design-for-tussle” principle.  

                                                        
2
 If not otherwise noted, the notion of “ETICS specifications” in this deliverable is used in general to mean the existing ETICS 

specifications as well as future specifications based on the ETICS solution principles, they may cover general system level 

requirements and/or ASQ interconnection community specific requirements that apply when using the ETICS core-system. 
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In general, by following the “design-for-tussle” principle, a set of choices allows the business actors to 

select their preferred way(s) to conduct their business, rather than claiming the identification of a single 

“optimal” design/solution/market. Overall, due to the various trade-offs, the different tolerance or 

preference of carriers to these trade-offs (e.g. expose price information versus efficiency or market power), 

and the technological and economic backgrounds of providers, it is important to come up with a flexible 

architecture that will not be too restrictive for the market actors but instead will allow them to express 

their preferences and configure the ETICS solution in the way that best matches their needs.  

The ETICS solution inevitably affects and thus imposes requirements over the two markets (wholesale and 

retail) and the respective time-scales (slow and fast) where network Traffic Management decisions are 

taken. In particular, managed ASQ paths are agreed upon and provisioned by the NSPs in the wholesale 

market and over time scales much slower than that of end-user demands and sessions, which are also 

typically much more short-lived compared to the ASQ paths. Basic ASQ paths are needed for the 

provisioning of the ASQ goods, comprising the building blocks of the market, which can then be seamlessly 

utilized at the invocation (fast) time scale where customer sessions are accepted, routed, and served, in 

order to accommodate end-to-end sessions needing some level of quality assurance.  

The inherent co-existence of the aforementioned two markets poses an additional ecosystem objective to 

be met for the respective market mechanisms: Despite their inherent correlation, those two markets are 

expected to operate independently, each adopting different mechanisms for revenue and cost 

apportionment among its stakeholders. Due to the different timescales, expected volume and frequency of 

demand in the two markets, it is expected that prices of the retail services are expected to have different 

dynamics compared to those of the wholesale prices of the inter-carrier interconnection goods. Therefore, 

it is required that different pricing or market mechanisms can be supported so that the objective of efficient 

trading is met, i.e., wholesale network resources trading being partially decoupled from application-level 

charging models. A feasible technical realisation enabling retail services on top of (alternatively inside) 

wholesale resources needs to be established, taking into account both steady-state and transient 

phenomena of the demand for network resources and the resulting competition.  
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3 ETICS SOLUTION OVERVIEW AND NETWORK SERVICES 

An in-depth description of the ETICS solution and core-system deployment options can be found in D4.43. 

This section provides a brief introduction of the overall ETICS solution while focusing on the ETICS actor role 

model, the main collaboration modes and the main NSP-to-NSP network services.  

The ETICS charging principles or main alternatives are introduced as such for the first time in this 

deliverable.  

This introduction of the ETICS solution and key concepts is helpful for understanding and placing the 

detailed requirements and recommendations below into context. 

3.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE ETICS SOLUTION 

The overall “ETICS solution” takes into consideration i) the interconnected networks and their services to 

be managed (blue element in FIGURE 1), as well as ii) the ETICS core-system elements for managing these 

AQ inter-carrier network services (green elements in FIGURE 1). 

 

FIGURE 1: “ETICS SOLUTION” OVERVIEW 

The interconnected networks in focus by ETICS are based on IP/MPLS and to some extent Layer 2 networks. 

This includes VPN networking solutions. On the other hand interconnected media gateways and session 

border controllers or not within direct scope. The ETICS core-system for managing AQ services and 

resources at the inter-NSP level enables and support proper Service and SLA life-cycle management 

including SLA assurance. Monitoring comprises a separate building block that can be deployed and 

                                                        
3
 Sections 3.1 – 3.3 are reusing text from D4.4. 
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integrated in several ways. Charging at the ASQ traffic and connection level is an integral solution element, 

whereas application level session and application level charging is out of scope. Inter-NSP VPN 

management is positioned as a potential solution extension. For the purpose of handling and supporting 

the end-customer or end-user ASQ connectivity services that are carried “on-top-of” the ETICS ASQ paths 

the Service Enhancement Functional Area has been defined as an additional extension building block.  

The architecture of the ETICS core-system can support different deployment scenarios or operational 

modes depending on NSP business policy and preferences. A key dimension (or axis) in this regard is 

whether offers are provided “up-front” and that are ready to be ordered (push mode), or on the other 

hand “only” capabilities are published and offers must be requested prior to ordering (pull mode).  The 

other key dimension is along distributed/centralized axis and the options of fully distributed, per-NSP 

centralized or fully centralized facilitator. This latter axis must also consider and can differ regarding i) 

information or offer collection/publishing, ii) ASQ path computation or selection, and iii) ASQ path 

establishment.  

For more details see Section 4.3 of [Del4.4]. 

3.2 NSP-TO-NSP NETWORK SERVICES 

This section presents the main types of ETICS network services that supplier NSPs can offer
4
 to other 

(buyer) NSPs. These network services are called NSP-to-NSP services, and they are the basis for providing a 

structured presentation of what services are traded between the ETICS NSPs in the different buyer-supplier 

scenarios and collaboration models.  

The main NSP-to-NSP network services are presented in the following figure (table). 

 

FIGURE 2: MAIN TYPES OF NSP-TO-NSP NETWORK SERVICES 

                                                        
4
 Note that here, an offer can be a “Product Offer” with a price tag on it, or a Service Offer where the price is pre-established or 

know by other means.  
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In accordance with the inter-carrier ASQ paths defined in [D4.4], we have the following definitions.  

An NSP-to-NSP ASQ tunnel is an AQ network service from a specific PoI to either another PoI (i.e. a PoI2PoI 

service) or to a point of enterprise interconnection (PoEI) (i.e. a PoI2PoEI service). It can be a single-NSP 

service where the other end-point (PoI or PoEI) belongs to the supplier NSP, or it can be a multi-NSP service 

where from the buyer’s NSP point of view there is at least one transit NSP (T-NSP) involved. While the 

intermediate PoIs may or may not be known to the buyer NSP the supplier NSP and any other contributing 

NSPs do have awareness of this particular service instance at all intermediate PoIs. An appropriate traffic 

identification scheme for this ASQ tunnel awareness at each Autonomous System Border Router (ASBR) 

involved in the path must thus be supported. These types of network services are ASQ paths, and their 

traffic directionality can be any direction as well as bi-directional.  

The ASQ traffic termination services are IP packet delivery services, for the AQ Internet, or for IP packet 

delivery based on a private address space (e.g. for IPX IP interconnect). So far, the ASQ traffic termination 

service as defined by ETICS is the PoI2Region service which is an infrastructure level ASQ path. (More 

specific ASQ traffic termination services can be foreseen but this is so far out of scope.) The sending NSP, 

which may not necessarily be the buyer, delivers the traffic at an agreed PoI and the destinations are any 

end-points as defined by the Region. Typically, a (destination) Region is defined as a set of IP pre-fixes. 

While the end-points of a single-NSP PoI2Region services are within the supplier NSP, some or all the end-

points of the multi-NSP PoI2Region service on the other hand is located in one or more E-NSPs beyond the 

supplier NSP. This implies that as perceived from the buyer NSP at least one T-NSP may be involved before 

reaching a specific end-point.  

While the above AQ network services are ASQ paths the next AQ network service is specifically related to 

an end-customer ASQ connectivity, whether human end-users or data hosts. In general, this type of 

network service is called End-user ASQ connectivity and is realized “on-top-of” already existing 

infrastructure level ASQ paths. From an NSP-to-NSP point of view this service is the so-called PoI*2End-

Point network service. Hence, this type of service is used to enable and support end-user ASQ connectivity, 

where the ASQ connectivity services can be either business related (e.g. End-Point is a PoEI) or end-

consumer customer or end-user related (i.e. End-Point is a consumer end-user end-point). This service is 

used where the end-customer specific demand for bandwidth is not feasible (not big enough) for 

establishing an end-customer dedicated ASQ path. The handling (management and control) and support of 

such “on-top-services” are enabled by the so-called service enhancement functions (cf. [Del4.4] Section 

6.1).  

End-user ASQ connectivity service enforcement policies are typically only relevant at the customer facing 

service provider edge node and will not result in state-awareness at the NSP-to-NSP border nodes (e.g. the 

ASBRs). The exact PoI might be unknown by the supplier at a given point in time, i.e. being reflected in the 

the PoI* notation. The choice of PoI is up to the dynamic ASQ traffic steering decision of the upstream (e.g. 

buyer) NSP. The corresponding inter-NSP SEFA level interactions to enable and support these services can 

be directly E-NSP-to-E-NSP even where one or more T-NSPs are involved at the data plane. (Cf. E1’ and 

other reference point described further below). Hence, the distinction between single-NSP vs. multi-NSP 

does not have the same direct relevance as for the ASQ paths.  

In general, note also the following:  
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• The ASQ traffic termination services can and should typically be supported by the SPNP charging 

principle.  

• The ASQ tunnel can be based on pure IP, IP/MPLS, or any Layer 2 technology 

• An NSP-to-NSP ASQ path can be considered as an infrastructure ASQ path 

• The PoI2Region service is based on a “destination oriented” service model where at the PoI (point 

of service delivery) only the destination IP address is of concern, in addition to any policy based 

routing decisions.  

• Strictly speaking, if the SPNP is assumed for the PoI2PoEI ASQ tunnel for ASQ IP traffic termination 

this type of network service can also be considered as a special type of ASQ traffic termination 

service. 

 

3.3 ACTOR ROLE MODEL, REFERENCE POINTS AND COLLABORATION MODES 

This section presents the ETICS actor role model and reference points, and explains how these relates to 

ETICS network services and deployment scenarios (modes). The notion of collaboration mode (model) is 

introduced where the deployment scenario and community type concepts (see [ETICS-D3.5)] are coupled 

together in order to capture the two main inter-NSP collaboration (coordination) modes; namely, i) the 

bilateral cascading collaboration mode (distributed push model with open association), and ii) the 

coordinated ASQ composition mode. These high-level modes will be explained just below. This introduces 

a simplified view of the various options that the ETICS architecture enables as the NSPs overall can still 

utilize all deployment modes in a variety of combinations according to the specific business strategy and 

roles of each NSP. These two main collaboration modes will be considered further in relation to the 

proposed roadmap presented below. 

The (updated) ETICS actor role model is shown in the figure below. 
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FIGURE 3 ETICS ACTOR-ROLE MODEL (UPDATED)  

The Edge-NSP is offering AQ network services to end-customers (i.e. consumer, business, and Information 

Service Providers (InfSP, aka. Content and Application Providers, and OTTs). The E6 reference point is 

between the Business Customer buying network services from an (edge) NSP, while the InfSP can, 

depending on his role, buy network services from NSPs in any roles (E7). The actor role model does not 

consider any reference point with the consumer end-customer in any direct manner. 

The reference points E1, E2, and E3 are used in the context of the bilateral cascading collaboration mode 

capturing the association of the distributed push deployment scenario (see Section 4.3.3 in [Del4.4]) with 

the open association community type (a loose cooperation community type being defined in [ETICS-D3.5]). 

This mode relies on a myopic coordination approach. Note also that in this section and for the roadmap 

(Section 4) we also consider as applicable the option of manual operations in addition to the automated 

approaches. For instance, a manual business agreement negotiation phase (similar as today) preparing for 

automated ordering and activation seems attractive. 

In this mode the NSP-to-NSP network services these reference points refer to are the PoI2Region and 

PoI2PoEI services (excluding PoI2PoI). Here, these services are offered and delivered with respect to a given 

PoI and where the two NSPs meeting at the two sides of the PoI both play the buyer and the supplier roles 

in a reciprocal fashion. Hence, in this mode we can also speak of interconnection services
5
. The E1 

reference point supports only single-NSP services, while the E3 supports only multi-NSP services. 

Considering the E2 reference point the E-NSP is selling single-NSP services and buying multi-NSP services. 

The bilateral cascading mode has similarities to the “distance/path vector” routing approach.  

As a complement to the PoI2Region service the PoI*2EP services are facilitated by the SEFA solution for the 

support and management of specific inter-NSP end-user ASQ connectivity services and charging solutions. 

                                                        
5
 Note that the concept of “Interconnection” can be used as a general high-level concept or more specifically when speaking of 

“interconnection service” as in this context. When using the term “interconnection” it will be clear from the context which of these 

two levels we have in mind. (The notion of “interconnection” as used with “Point of Enterprise Interconnection” will be explained in 

more detail below.) 
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The corresponding inter-NSP SEFA level interactions to enable and support these services can be directly E-

NSP-to-E-NSP (E1’) even where one or more T-NSPs are involved at the data plane. However, this can 

create scalability issues and an unmanageable high numbers of E1’ relationships. Hence, it is foreseen that 

a SEFA hub role can become relevant (in a similar fashion as an IPX provider), and correspondingly E2’ (E-

NSP -to- SEFA hub) and E3’ (SEFA hub -to- SEFA hub) reference points. 

The E0 reference point is introduced to enable and support the various deployment scenarios that enable a 

coordinated ASQ composition and path computation, whether assuming per-NSP path computation or fully 

centralized path computation utilizing a central facilitator. The distributed pull (HTE) deployment scenario 

also belongs to this high-level mode as this scenario also enables a non-myopic ASQ composition. The 

business and economics analysis documented in Del3.5 suggests that these deployment scenarios are 

coupled with the federation community type for the per-NSP path computation mode and the alliance 

community type for the fully centralized mode. In general, we speak of these as the coordinated ASQ 

composition collaboration mode.  

What characterizes the coordinated ASQ composition and E0 reference point as compared with the E1, E2, 

E3 is that it enables also the PoI-to-PoI service, and services that are referring to PoIs that are not a PoI 

belonging to the buyer NSP. Hence, this enables to build up and maintain an inter-NSP level multi-domain 

topology view that can support ASQ path computation at the inter-NSP level by composing single-NSP 

services as elements of the composed ASQ path. This approach has similarities to the “link state” routing 

approach. The NSP that is delivering the composite ASQ path is called the primary NSP while the NSPs that 

are contributing the elements
6
 of the ASQ path are called subordinate NSPs. In addition, the E0 is also 

applicable toward the facilitator where (in this particular scenario) the single-NSP services are published to 

the central facilitator that performs the ASQ path computation.   

While the main focus of the core-system architecture has been on the coordinated ASQ composition mode 

and on composition of element services in a direct 1:N containment relationship for establishing the inter-

carrier ASQ paths, the bilateral cascading mode relies on the notion of indirect composition where an 

interconnection service may be an element of multiple composite network services which again themselves 

can be interconnection services. The automation of the coordinated ASQ composition mode is more 

straightforward, while the indirect composition will typically involve a more complex business process that 

requires manual considerations.  

Note that when considering just one specific E1 relationship, that is, just between two specific Edge NSPs 

the difference between these two main collaboration models disappears.  

It is also important to note that these two main collaboration models may be combined when looking at 

ASQ communities of NSPs. One interesting case is where edge NSPs are selling single-NSP network 

interconnection services as well as buying interconnection services (cf. E1, and E2), while the T-NSPs 

offering E2 interconnection services to the edge NSPs have themselves a closer community relationship 

(federation, or alliance) and deploy the coordinated ASQ composition mode and the E0 reference point.   

                                                        
6
 The elements are single-NSP services. However, future solutions should also consider multi-NSP services that can be elements of a 

composite ASQ path. This can extend the ETICS architecture to support hierarchies of network resources in a more efficient 

manner.  
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3.4 ENTERPRISE CUSTOMER FACING SERVICES 

The NSP-to-NSP ASQ network services presented above can enable directly or indirectly an ETICS NSP to 

offer ASQ network services to their enterprise customers, that is, to their business as well as InfSP 

customers. Typically, ASQ network or connectivity services enterprise customers are only elements of 

larger offerings. For business customers VPN services and cloud connectivity services integrated with or for 

the purpose of enabling cloud based applications are increasingly becoming more important. InfSP on the 

other hand are offering such application services and need suitable connectivity services to reach their 

customers and to interconnect to other data centres and actors. In the following we introduce and focus on 

VPN services in various inter-NSP contexts. This topic will then be followed up in the context of high-level 

requirements and recommendations (Section 5) and more detailed requirements in Section 6.7.  

3.4.1 VPN SERVICES 

Provider provisioned VPN services are a major case of enterprise
7
 customer facing services as previously 

defined in D4.3 (Section 3.2.6.2, NSP-to-Enterprise Network Services), that shall be supported by ETICS. In 

the general case they involve the employment of ETICS supported ASQ paths for the interconnection of 

PoEIs. Since Provider Edge (PE) nodes are the natural points of interconnect between VPN providers and 

customers, the ETICS enabled VPN service shall consider the interconnection point between a PE and a 

Customer Edge (CE) node to constitute the PoEIs for the provisioned service.  Enterprise customer specific 

Inter-carrier Layer 3 BGP/MPLS IP VPNs as well as Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) can then be 

provisioned on top of the established ASQ paths, resulting in the provision of ASQ connectivity services (cf. 

D4.4).  

A set of use cases of increasing complexity are considered by ETICS in the context of business VPN 

connectivity services.  

• Use case I:  VPN services in the context of Single-NSP service scenarios. All PE nodes are only 

located in the customer-facing NSP domain and remote VPN sites are connected to a PE node 

over inter-NSP access connectivity services. This use case presents limited complexity and 

strictly speaking is not considered an inter-NSP VPN as such. 

• Use case II: VPN services also in the context of Single-NSP service scenarios, but this time full 

PE functionality support is foreseen in both Edge-NSPs. 

• Use case III: VPN services beyond Single-NSP ones, supporting a rich set of VPN topologies and 

inter-NSP relationships. 

 

 

                                                        
7
 “Enterprise” and “Business” are used interchangeably. Hence, the ASQ inter-carrier VPN services are applicable to both E6 and E7 

customers. 
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3.5 CHARGING PRINCIPLES  

This section introduces key charging principles. A brief summary is provided (Section 3.5.7) addressing 

some topics to be considered in combining these principles into end-to-end business models. Additional 

charging approaches and issues are addressed in the Annex Sections 9.2.6 to 9.2.8, that is, Destination 

charging, Congestion charging and Dynamic pricing.  

3.5.1 SENDING PARTY NETWORK PAYS (SPNP) 

The sending party network pays (SPNP) principle is suggested by ETICS as a key foundation for charging.  

SPNP is based on the service delivered at a PoI by the supplier NSP where the sending network (the buyer 

NSP) is paying to the supplier NSP (at the receiving end of the PoI) for delivery of ASQ traffic (IP packets) to 

hosts or to end-points in a destination region as defined by the supplier NSP. 

The simplest case is where the supplier is taking the E-NSP role and offering a PoI2Region service based on 

SPNP. In this case the destination region is entirely inside the domain of the E-NSP (supplier), and the 

concept of cascading is accordingly not applicable. The destination region could span the entire E-NSP or 

only a subpart of the E-NSP. Hence, it can be dedicated to business customers or to consumer customers, 

to mobile or to fixed end-points. This so-called single-NSP case is illustrated in the figure below. 

 

 

FIGURE 4: SPNP AND POI2REGION SERVICE, SINGLE-NSP CASE 

Next, one example of the multi-NSP case is illustrated. In this particular example the destination region is 

inside one E-NSP. The price toward the customer NSP must cover for the product the T-NSP is buying off 

the E-NSP as well as the T-NSP network resources plus typically a profit margin. Note that the price is 

decided by the T-NSP and can be different toward different customers according to different SLAs, overall 

traffic volumes and different destination regions.  
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FIGURE 5: POI2REGION, MULTI-NSP CASE, CASCADING 

 

The next figure illustrates a multi-NSP case where the destination region is covering multiple E-NSPs. 

 

 

FIGURE 6: POI2REGION, MULTI-NSP CASE, MULTI-NSP DESTINATION REGION, CASCADING MODEL 

In this case the supplier NSP (the Transit NSP) is performing a mapping a mapping function in order to let 

the customer traffic be steered onto internal resources and further onto a set of downstream subordinate 

potentially single-NSP PoI2Region services. This is what is called indirect composition, resulting in a multi-

NSP service (the cascading case) that is covering a destination region across multiple E-NSPs. Hence, there 

is not a direct 1:N “simple” relationship between the SLA with the customer of the transit NSP and the 

downstream SLAs where the transit NSP is taking the buyer role. For simplicity, the money-flows are not 

shown, but similar patterns as in the above illustrations apply.   
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The concept of destination based pricing can be an integral part of SPNP (see [Del3.5]). This allows a 

supplier NSP to charge differently also for multiple destination regions either inside the E-NSP toward 

different sets of IP prefixes as illustrated in the figure below. The illustration also captures the option of 

pricing differently according to where the traffic enters the supplier NSP. The same principles also apply for 

multi-NSP PoI2Region Services even where a (destination) region covers multiple ASs. 

 

 

FIGURE 7: POI2REGION, DESTINATION BASED CHARGING 

The above have very briefly introduced the SPNP charging principles. However, the SPNP principles are still 

immature. An interesting issue is to what extent the SPNP charge will also cover for (parts of) the access or 

aggregation network investments, or if the SPNP charge will only cover for the core segment of the 

receiving E-NSP. It remains to be seen whether the industry should / will work out some common general 

recommendations for SPNP charging and destination based pricing in order guide the development of such 

a business model.  

More information on the SPNP approach and some analysis of the destination based charging can be found 

in deliverable [Del3.5].  

3.5.2 SENDING PARTY NETWORK PAYS (SPNP) – HYBRID MODE 

A specific case of SPNP is the following hybrid case in that the originating NSP is paying both to the T-NSP 

(that is offering an ASQ traffic termination adjacency service, by an ASQ tunnel (path) to the remote PoI) as 

well as to the remote supplier NSP (non-neighbour) that is offering a PoI2Region service as illustrated 

below. This scenario goes beyond just the bilateral cascading collaboration mode and the pure 

interconnection services. Hence, capabilities of the path computation collaboration mode are required in 

this case.  
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FIGURE 8: REMOTE POI2REGION, ENABLED BY ASQ TT ADJACENCY 

This option can be considered as a special case of the tunnel-oriented charging under the additional 

constraint that there context is (unidirectional) ASQ traffic termination where the customer is the sending 

party network that pays, and there is only one supplier T-NSP (for the PoI2PoI part) and one supplier NSP 

for the PoI2Region, for the composition of this overall PoI2Region service.  

3.5.3 INITIATING PARTY NETWORK PAYS (IPNP) ON-TOP-OF SPNP 

While the SPNP is a charging scheme oriented toward measuring large ASQ traffic aggregates at the PoI (for 

the PoI2Region service, and potentially for PoI2PoI in the SPNP hybrid mode) the initiating party network 

pays (IPNP) on top of SPNP on the other hand is a charging approach that addresses specific end-user ASQ 

connectivity services in relation to specific end-customer end-points as introduced above. This so-called 

SEFA level resource and service management and support can be used for enriching the application level 

services with end-to-end ASQ connectivity properties. For more information on the SEFA concepts and 

solutions please refer to Section 6.1 in [Del4.4].  

The IPNP is illustrated below in relation to a managed ASQ connectivity service for a small business end-

customer that wants bidirectional connectivity to another business customer end-point8 or cloud service 

provider end-point. In this illustration the business (end-point) to the left is the end-customer paying for 

both directions. 

                                                        
8
 The notion of enterprise end-point is used as a common concepts across E6 and E7. 
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FIGURE 9: IPNP, E1 CASE 

The idea is that the initiating party network (and typically the end-customer) is paying for the return traffic 

from one (or more) specific “corresponding” end-point(s). Notice that the traffic legs C-R and I-R are 

already part of the pre-established SPNP based agreement between NSP A and NSP B. Hence, the challenge 

is to enable NSP B to cover for the traffic legs C-S and I-R. The suggested approach in this case is to perform 

traffic volume monitoring at the PE-level at NSP A for the customer specific end-to-end ASQ connectivity 

traffic received from the corresponding end-point C-Ep and sent to the initiating end-point I-Ep.  

Typically, the agreement between NSP A and NSP B will include a method to exchange IPNP usage data 

over all such end-customer cases, and the two NSPs can at regular time intervals (e.g. once a month) have a 

settlement process where the IPNP charges are aligned and the net effect is then charged and billed 

accordingly.   

One advantage of this so-called IPNP on-top-of SPNP is that it does not involve T-NSPs as they are only 

involved in the aggregate level SPNP charging. Hence, one avoids installing end-customer end-point specific 

state and monitoring points at the ASBRs, and the need for matching traffic measurements per customer 

end-point across several PoIs is thus avoided.  

Note that the PoEI-2-PoEI ASQ connectivity example above (as seen by the E6 business customer) is 

realized by two PoI*2EP service instances (here, where EP = PoEI), one in each direction. The management 

of these PoI*2PoEI service instances and accordingly the IPNP can be enabled and supported by the SEFA 

approach (cf. the E1’ reference point). In order to facilitate end-user ASQ connectivity service instance 

handling and IPNP where one or more T-NSPs are involved one can envisage a IPNP hub actor (at the SEFA 

layer only) in order to facilitate a more scalable approach and avoiding a very high number of direct E1’ 

relationships and business agreements.  
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3.5.4 TUNNEL-ORIENTED CHARGING – CASCADING  

Tunnel-oriented ASQ paths are characterized by a known tunnel identifier at each relevant PoI. The next 

case is illustrating the cascading of tunnel-oriented charging. The customer NSP A in this example is buying 

a PoI2PoI or a PoI2PoEI ASQ path. As the traffic identification is known at each PoI there is the opportunity 

to use SPNP or Receiving Party Network Pays (RPNP) or, for bidirectional tunnels also bidirectional tunnel 

charging can be supported. Hence, a different kind of “IPNP” can be supported without any pre-existing 

PoI2Region ASQ paths and associated SPNP agreements.   

 

 

FIGURE 10: TUNNEL-ORIENTED CHARGING, CASCADING CASE. 

Note that in this case the customer NSP do typically not decide on the selection of the downstream PoIs 

and this option can be compatible with the bilateral cascading mode.  

3.5.5 TUNNEL-ORIENTED CHARGING – PATH COMPUTATION BASED  

Next, the (centralized) path computation mode is considered in relation to the ASQ tunnel service. In this 

case any of the NSPs providing element services can in principle be the primary NSP (per-NSP centralized), 

or this role can be provided by a fully centralized 3
rd

 –party NSP or facilitator. 

 

 

FIGURE 11: TUNNEL-ORIENTED CHARGING, CENTRALIZED COMPOSITION CASE. 
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The figure is suggesting unidirectional traffic (left-to-right). However, as for this ASQ tunnel and centralized 

composition case the directionality can also be bidirectional and also right-to-left. The later can be a way to 

enable receiving party network pays (RPNP) or IPNP without pre-existing PoI2Region ASQ paths and 

associated SPNP agreements. This charging mode is also applicable where the destination (edge) NSP is 

offering a (single-NSP) PoI2Region Service.  

As noted above, and according to recommendations by other ETICS working packages the RPNP will 

however not be considered further. 

3.5.6 APPLICATION LEVEL CHARGING SCENARIOS 

This subsection presents the side link to application level charging principles. These are out of scope of the 

ETICS core-system, but for completeness and for understand the potential “end-to-end business models” 

this is an important complement to the ETICS’s focus on NSP-to-NSP ASQ traffic (IP packet) termination 

charging mechanisms, i.e. SPNP and IPNP on-top-of SPNP.  

While the foundation of ASQ traffic charging is suggested to be based on the SPNP principle (at the network 

layer) the application level (layer) charging is recognized as a way of complementing this foundation layer 

by a variety of application level charging options while recognizing and being compatible with the SPNP as 

the pre-existing base layer for ASQ traffic charging. Application level charging can for instance be used to 

facilitate IPNP (the application level option of IPNP) on-top-of SPNP (cf. the E1’ reference point as 

elaborated in the SEFA section (See Section 6.1 of [Del4.4]). This can be attractive for several applications 

ranging from communication services such as VoIP, and on-line gaming, to business cloud connectivity 

services.  

The primary Edge NSP facing the end-customer may dynamically fit application level charging mechanism to 

local market and/or individual demands. In this light, we would like to highlight several application level 

charging dimensions: 

• Flat rate pricing (there may be an imbalance between actual usage and incurred costs) versus 

usage-based pricing (could be directly aligned to SPNP; e.g. realised with the help of IMS and SEFA) 

• Bundling with other offers, e.g. TelePresence service bundled with facilities/equipment (reservation 

of a TelePresence room automatically implies AQ service and premium equipment) 

• Bidirectional versus unidirectional offers 

• Quality differentiation (may not be identical to underlying ASQ paths), i.e. various stochastic 

guarantees (e.g. 95% per day), relevant QoS classes, application-based quality differentiation (QoE 

assurance), etc. 

• Price differentiation: based on customer segments (first degree), quantity (second degree), 

markets/geographical location (third degree) 

• Compensation strategy, e.g. free service versus compensation payments 

The illustration below is intended as just one example of such application level charging on-top-of SPNPs at 

the network level. The example considers a roaming customer (end-user A) visiting NSP A having a 
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connectivity session with end-user B attached to NSP B. At the application level the user A is paying to his 

home NSP (Telco Service Provider). The Home NSP is subsequently paying a session related charge to the 

visited NSP A as well as to the NSP B. These application level charges enable both NSP A and NSP B to pay 

according to SPNP for ASQ traffic at the aggregated traffic level (ASQ path level).  

 

FIGURE 12: APPLICATION LEVEL CHARGING, ROAMING EXAMPLE. 

Note that the values for money exchanges are only for illustration purposes and in particularly that the 

SPNP charges are only an indication, as this will be done at the aggregate level.  

 

3.5.7 PUTTING CHARGING PRINCIPLES TOGETHER 

In a highly competitive and interconnected market – such as today’s telecommunications industry – 

introducing new business models and charging principles is a challenging and critical part of enabling ASQ 

connectivity services for end-customers. As such, simplicity in effectively and efficiently governing 

wholesale trades between NSPs is critical, as mainly addressed by the SPNP approach on NSP-to-NSP level. 

Summarizing some main findings of the section, we observe that the SPNP can serve as a foundation layer 

for wholesale ASQ aggregate level traffic charging and in principle can be introduced as a stand-alone 

addition given and balanced against the current broadband access services charges. However, for mobile 

AQ content delivery requiring explicit ASQ access bearer there may be a need for an additional event based 

service charge, e.g. due to infrequency or variation of individual ASQ demands. This can be considered as 

an application level charging element, e.g. audio or video conferencing services replacing existing sources 

of revenue by dedicated application level charging solutions, for example constructed by the help of SEFA. 

SPNP and traditional broadband access services charge can be suitable for ASQ content delivery services 

over fixed broadband. However, it is also expected that ASQ business connectivity services will drive the 

need for additional charging solutions such as the IPNP, e.g. according to traffic volume and/or some fees 

depending on speed level (maximum bandwidth) or service establishment or modification events. Hence, 
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IPNP is suitable for and opens the market for use cases where one party, e.g. an InfSP or enterprise 

customer, takes a central role in the application service usage/coordination, e.g. VPN, or video 

conferencing platform. As indicated in the proposed roadmap (see Section 4) VoIP and Rich Communication 

services will require support for IPNP in some way, i.e. the initiator of a call is the bearer of the call fees. In 

this area the fees can be based on session establishment and duration as in traditional voice business. The 

approach taken by ETICS is that the T-NSP should in principle only be involved in ASQ traffic termination 

charging at the aggregate traffic level (the ASQ path level) according to the SPNP principle in order to 

introduce an efficient approach. Thus, the complexity of monetary flows is kept minimal by only requiring 

direct forwarding to neighbours, while governed by IPNP money may be additionally injected on the edges 

to comply with more demanding constellations.  However, the hub role as introduced in Section 3.5.3 can 

be of interest too and as an extension of the T-NSP role. Deliverable D3.5 [Del3.5] also suggests that the 

federation community type may be oriented to address and enable this kind of SEFA level functionalities 

and information exchange that is application specific (e.g. CDN federation related). 

While the proposed roadmap (see Section 4) provide some indication on when different charging solutions 

are anticipated it will be important for the NSPs, considering different community types, to balance the 

charging levels and strategies for the different charging instruments and how they can be combined in 

feasible ways. This will require additional research and business development both from the individual 

actor point of view as well as from a coordination and community perspective. Nevertheless, the SPNP 

concept itself is regarded to be critical in enabling straightforward charging mechanisms and providing a 

feasible basis for compensating NSPs for their efforts in a fair way. Hence, it is anticipated that the SPNP 

principle must be introduced as part of the initial steps and for the successful introduction of an ASQ 

interconnection market.  
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4 SUGGESTED ROADMAP 

The overall ETICS roadmap was introduced in Deliverable [Del4.4], Section 4.5. The below is a reproduction 

of this section. In addition and as a complementary part the Annex Section 9.2 considers a set of more 

detailed topics and issues in the light of the roadmap.   

The ETICS project has spent significant efforts on analysing the current Internet situation and trying to 

understand the roadblocks to introducing services that go beyond the best effort service. This has 

motivated efforts on considering and pointing out the first “bootstrapping” and coordinated steps NSPs 

should take to establish AQ connectivity services over the Internet. This section provides a brief 

introduction to the so-called ETICS bootstrapping proposal
9
 as well as an introduction to a suggested 

roadmap beyond the pure bootstrapping phase, including proposals for longer term solutions and 

mechanisms including fully automated ETICS deployment scenarios.  

Note that the roadmap proposal is just an indication, as different NSPs will have different preferences and 

will prioritize advancements differently according to their business profile and strategy. For instance, an 

NSP focusing on consumer and business end-customers may prioritize differently from an NSP that is 

focused on international backbone network services.  

The following diagram illustrates the roadmap and indicates the anticipated timing for the various AQ 

network services and also suggesting when to introduce the various collaboration modes (introduced in 

Section 3.3) and their service selection and composition scenarios.  

 

FIGURE 13: ROADMAP OVERVIEW - NETWORK SERVICES & COLLABORATION MODES  

Guided by the recommendations from the ETICS ecosystem and business analysis conducted in [ETICS-D3.3] 

and concluded in [ETICS-D3.5] the bootstrapping and short term solutions should be driven by a limited set 

                                                        
9
 This is work in progress and is likely to continue beyond the ETICS project ending by for instance ETICS NSPs.  
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of quality parameters for commercial ASQ traffic exchange based on bilateral agreements and existing 

route announcements between NSPs with a relatively high level of trust due to common interests. A limited 

community of bootstrapping NSP (e.g. in Europe) can establish simple E1 PoI2Region services to end-points 

inside their own domain. Having established such simple interconnection agreements on the aggregate 

level ETICS suggests that the SME market is addressed in the bootstrapping phase. The very first and 

simplest step is to offer a better-than-best-effort service with bartering on the ASQ traffic exchanged. The 

end-customers or their applications can help checking individual end-point ASQ capability. However, this 

approach will in general soon result in questioning the real added value for the customers and the NSPs 

should quickly prepare to offer assured bandwidth on-demand with additional quality parameters, in 

particular for the delay. Hence, SEFA based capabilities should be introduced to facilitate such end-user 

ASQ connectivity services (cf. the PoI*2EP service) for the SME market, which is expected introduced by the 

NSPs in the short term phase.  

While starting with a limited set of “bootstrapping NSPs” the intention is to prepare the simple  bilateral 

PoI2Region interconnection approach (basic mode E1) and in later phases also with cascading properties 

(i.e. multi-NSP PoI2Region services) as part of the open association community type (ETICS-D3.5). In this 

context it is expected that the E2 relationship will become attractive already later in the short term phase. 

The bilateral cascading approach with the PoI2Region services should be based on the sending party 

network pays (SPNP) as the foundation layer charging, recognizing that not all ASQ traffic exchange will 

allow easy identification of an initiator side willing to pay for both traffic directions. This supports a design 

for independent ASQ traffic routing in the two directions between two endpoints.  

Looking beyond the bootstrapping and short term phase with simple SPNP mechanisms, more 

sophisticated SPNP with destination oriented pricing models are expected. This approach is considered 

quite powerful and will enable the customer NSP to select the more attractive PoI (traffic exit point) to 

reach a destination while considering the price vs. quality selection strategy in their traffic routing 

decisions. Furthermore, the initiating party network pays (IPNP) charging mechanism in relation to end-

customer ASQ connectivity is expected already from the short to medium term. This will allow charging in 

relation to specific end-customer or end-user end-points and as an attractive complement to SPNP when 

needed. Hence, the SPNP approach is still the “base layer” charging at the aggregate level and for transit 

NSP PoI2Region services (E2 and E3). 

On the other hand when looking at demands for business (enterprise) VPNs we expect that E1 solution for 

ASQ tunnels for business end-customers will also be supported in the short term. This will imply E1 

interconnection agreement for offering PoI2PoEI tunnel service. In the medium term and beyond these are 

expected to evolve and E2 and E3 relationships in the bilateral cascading collaboration mode are expected.  

While the above have primarily been oriented toward the bilateral cascading collaboration mode 

interesting opportunities are expected from a federation of T-NSPs for offering E2 services to E-NSPs (as 

well as buying E1 services). It is expected that the coordinated ASQ composition mode will enable improved 

routing decisions and network resource utilization efficiencies among the T-NSPs as this supports a non-

myopic approach. Hence, the T-NSP will in this case need the E0 capabilities among themselves.  

The federation community and the coordinated ASQ composition mode as suggested above can be 

extended to also include E-NSP (cf. E0) in particular those NSPs that are targeting business VPN customers. 
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Again, this operational mode is expected to enable improved routing decisions and network resource 

utilization efficiency, in addition to automation benefits. For instance the PoEI2multi-PoIE (cf. E6) is 

expected to be more efficiently supported.  

The fully centralized path computation collaboration mode is in particular difficult to place in the roadmap. 

Del3.5 anticipates that this collaboration mode will require an (closed) alliance community type. This allows 

conducting joint cross-NSP business by including efficient revenue sharing and routing decisions as well as 

penalty regulations for non-compliance. This mode can be an option for a (limited) set of highly trusted 

NSPs with a common goal and the alliance can evolve into a Virtual Network Operator. If this collaboration 

mode becomes successful it is foreseen that several alliances will be competing as the market matures. 

However, the more advanced forms of this mode are anticipated for the longer term.   

The voice market segment is of high importance for the Telcos. An interesting topic is how the 

interconnection solutions and regimes for voice and future rich multimedia communication services will 

evolve. The ETICS solutions with ASQ PoI2Region services at the general ASQ traffic interconnection level 

using SPNP, and the generic SEFA solution elements that allows for SIP and IMS solutions to trigger and 

control end-user session services ASQ connectivity is anticipated as a future-oriented approach. In this way 

the IPNP approach is facilitated by SIP/IMS (SEFA layer) while SPNP is the foundation layer for charging at 

the aggregate level. Early trials can be anticipated later in the short term phase evolving into more mature 

solutions for the medium and longer term. 

It is important that the ETICS specifications, first for the so-called basic mode (those associated with simple 

bilateral E1 relationships and services) are evolved into standardized solutions for NSP-to-NSP B2B 

interaction. The very first step is to have a “bootstrapping community” agreeing on the PoI2Region service 

type and the associated SLA and quality parameters. As bootstrapping trials provide more experience the 

automation proposals by ETICS, at the SEFA layer as well as at the ASQ path layer should be further 

progressed into standardized solutions. These efforts will be important for the evolution of the industry and 

for helping NSPs prepare and transition their businesses for assured quality and differentiated end-to-end 

network services.  
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5 HIGH-LEVEL REQUIREMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This section contains the refined high-level business requirements and recommendation of the ETICS 

solution, as well as related recommendations. In particular, the requirements of [Del2.2] have been re-

assessed in terms of scope and relevance to the technical implementation of the project, taking into 

account the progress already made in the project in WP2 and also WP3, WP4 and WP5. The work 

performed in the project’s work packages has enabled a more mature evaluation of the requirements in 

[Del2.2] and a clear identification of what is relevant to an ETICS solution and what is not, due to either 

technical or business issues. This has also motivated a more crisp and precise re-writing of some of the 

requirements so as to be in line with the refined ETICS architecture as well as the simulation and business 

analysis findings contributed by the aforementioned WPs. Furthermore, in this section we provide some 

recommendations pertaining to best practices that could be adopted when deploying an ETICS solution.  

 

5.1 HIGH-LEVEL BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS  

The requirements presented in this section address the aspects that are relevant for assuring a healthy 

ecosystem, which primary property is based on the exchange of information between involved actors. In 

the ETICS context, information exchange is needed to define and agree i) on SLAs and accompanying prices 

for Assured Quality Services, ii) upon agreement to coordinate in order to enforce the quality assurance 

described in the SLAs of the purchased Assured Quality Services, and iii) to perform charging.  

Therefore, general ecosystem ETICS solution requirements that have impact on the business capabilities 

are presented in this section, forming a set of “umbrella” requirements upon which refined and SLA 

technical requirements are structured. The set of requirements of this section are so fundamental that 

apply to all phases of the ETICS system rollout. However, they do not necessarily apply to all the flavours of 

the ETICS community. 

Each of the requirements is presented below. The requirement number (REQ NBR) is the same with that of 

[Del2.2] Section 4.2 in case the requirement is updated or kept the same with [Del2.2]. For new 

requirements, a different number is used, while for deleted requirements the REQ NBR of [Del2.2] in not 

re-used so as not to cause confusion to the reader. This is also the reason why the numbering of the 

requirements may not always be consecutive. 
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REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

BR-GEN-01 The ETICS specifications shall describe the information required to be 

exchanged among (at least two) NSPs in order to establish interconnected 

Assured Quality Services. 

ALL 

BR-GEN-02 The ETICS solution shall ensure information integrity. In order to preserve 

the accuracy of the ASQ goods announcements, each supplier NSP is the 

only authority responsible for announcing the creation / modification of the 

ASQ goods it owns.  

ALL 

BR-GEN-04 The entity that owns and advertises the ASQ good will also be responsible 

for the conformance of the provided ASQ goods to other ETICS actors (NSPs 

or to a third party). This requirement must hold for ASQ goods that are 

bundled into composite goods. 

ALL 

BR-GEN-05 The ETICS solutions shall be capable of supporting ASQ goods whose time 

scales in terms of duration and provisioning may vary so as to meet the 

respective buyer’s needs. 

ALL 

BR-GEN-18 Capacity planning as well as penalty and revenue sharing under the ETICS 

Alliance can be performed over even slower time scales. 

Alliance 

BR-GEN-08 The ETICS framework for negotiation should be resilient to price oscillation 

and allow long-term optimization while meeting end-users’ expectations of 

market price. 

Alliance  

 

BR-GEN-05 is important to allow for flexibility in the time scales of the ASQ goods provisioning and 

duration. As also explained in Section 2, those goods are expected to be long-lived and the wholesale 

market operates at the slow time scales (order of magnitude of days or months), compared to the fast time 

scale of users sessions admittance and routing over the ASQ infrastructure. BR-GEN-18 is a new 

requirement that prescribes that capacity planning and possibly revenue sharing can be performed 

periodically over even slower time scales (e.g. periodically every year).  

BR-GEN-08 is important for ensuring that the market is healthy and provides to buyers a rich set of services 

for a fair price. Price oscillations, a common phenomenon in distributed agent-based economies can be 

caused by aggressive myopic pricing strategies of ETICS actors could limit the attractiveness of the market 

and jeopardize its long term sustainability. Therefore, under the Alliance flavour of the ETICS community, it 

is both possible and desirable to enforce this requirement.  This requirement cannot be practically enforced 

under the other two flavours of the ETICS community due to the lack of trust leading to looser cooperation 

and higher freedom of the NSPs.  
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BR-GEN-09 The buyer of an ASQ good must a priori be able to verify that the good is in 

accordance to his requirements. 

ALL 

BR-GEN-11 The ETICS solution shall be flexible and open to allow for choices in the way 

ASQ goods are advertised and traded, in order to allow the business actors 

to select their preferred way(s) to offer ASQ goods and to conduct their 

business. 

ALL 

BR-GEN-12 The ETICS specifications should describe how the ETICS solution can scale 

from an initial implementation, involving only a few NSPs where each pair 

of NSPs have a bilateral agreement, to a scale of several thousand 

independent actors (e.g. Autonomous Systems) in the Internet. Scalability 

should also be tested on the number of offers per NSP. 

ALL 

BR-GEN-19 Under the ETICS alliance community type the way ASQ goods are advertised 

and traded must follow the respective ETICS alliance policy. 

Alliance 

 

BR-GEN-19 is a new requirement that enforces the unanimously approved Alliance business policy 

regarding the trading of the ASQ goods. This tighter business coordination is possible only under the 

Alliance community type. We remind the reader that Open Alliance does not impose any restrictions, while 

the Federation imposes constraints on accurate information dissemination of offers announcements but 

imposes no rules for trading. 

 

In order to ensure the integrity of the end-to-end connectivity, the interconnecting partners must agree on 

the semantics of the traffic header information. 

BR-GEN-15  The ETICS solution or the pair of interconnecting neighbour NSPs shall 

specify and agree on the semantics of the labelling scheme or packet 

header information used for identifying the traffic of a given AQ 

service, as well as any assumptions regarding the semantics of the 

packet header at the end-to-end level. This shall ensure the integrity of 

the end-to-end connectivity. 

ALL 

BR-GEN-16  The ETICS solution shall support and enable multiple technical 

realizations to allow the business actors to select their preferred 

way(s) to conduct and realize their business. It shall be possible to have 

different and independent solution vendors at the two sides of 

business transactions. 

ALL 

 

An additional requirement is set so as to enforce non-discrimination in the market of ASQ goods, regardless 

of how the market actors coordinate and conduct their business, namely BR-GEN-17. This requirement is 

important in order to meet the transparency, non-discrimination and openness ecosystem objectives. 
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Those objectives comprise the necessary prerequisite for fair competition and promote the health of the 

ecosystem. They also comprise major outcomes of the current Net Neutrality debate and the respective 

BEREC policy initiatives. 

BR-GEN-17  ETICS ASQ goods can be purchased for their market price by any 

interested buyer, regardless of its role (NSP or OTT) in the value chain. 

ALL 

 

5.2 GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

This section provides some recommendations for the ETICS solutions, thus emphasizing on best practices 

that are not required to be enforced, although they are considered to be useful and contributing to the 

health of the ecosystem.  

Note that the scope of these recommendations are not necessarily limited to the scope of the ETICS core-

system, but can be much wider, pertaining to the ETICS solution that could be developed by interested 

NSPs and partner actors. 

 

REC NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Type 

REC-HL-GEN-01 The ETICS solution should define a limited yet sufficient initial set of 

ASQ goods in such a way that these will be the basic building blocks of 

the ETICS solution. Composed ASQ goods should be created from the 

basic ASQ goods. 

ALL 

REC-HL-GEN-02 The implementation of various admission control mechanisms within a 

service provider network, depending on whether the requested 

services are “connection-less” or “connection-oriented” is beneficial 

The details of these different mechanisms is a matter internal to the 

NSP. 

ALL 

REC-HL-GEN-03 The ETICS solution should allow for different pricing and charging 

mechanisms for the ASQ goods at wholesale level (slow time scales) 

and sessions filling the purchased ASQ goods (fast time scales). 

ALL 

REC-HL-GEN-04 It is recommended that a standard API, open to all actors in the 

interconnection (IC) market should be developed thus making ETICS 

AQ services available to all IC market actors (including OTTs, non-ETICS 

NSPs) without discrimination or exclusion. 

ALL 
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REC-HL-GEN-04 is set so as to enforce non-discrimination and neutrality in the ASQ interconnection market. 

This recommendation stresses the need to meet the transparency, non-discrimination and openness 

ecosystem objectives, even over interfaces that are not part of the ETICS core specification (such as E6, E7), 

hence the need to complement requirement BR-GEN-17 with recommendation REC-HL-GEN-04. 

5.3 BUSINESS CUSTOMER VPNS – REQUIREMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Apart from ASQ path services (i.e. aggregate traffic level) ETICS foresees the support of added-value 

business customer connectivity services (e.g., VPN service) based exactly on the underlying support for 

aggregate ASQ paths. The target is for the ETICS solution to both enable new services and facilitate the 

provision of existing ones by providing the missing flexibility in supporting inter-carrier ASQ paths. This 

translates to the ability to increase the degree of automation in the business service provisioning process 

through the service and control plane mechanisms supported. However, at the same time, for existing 

services, such as VPNs, the ETICS support must aim for compatibility with existing mechanisms and 

protocols (e.g., BGP-based communication between Route Reflectors for the support of VPN services) so as 

not to disrupt the current practices but rather enable a smooth transition to an ETICS-enabled service 

provisioning environment. 

Taken a step further, facilitating the provision of business services necessitates the establishment of the 

service plane interface between the ETICS community and business customers, decreasing in this way the 

degree of human intervention. On a first level, this calls for the provision of detailed offer/capabilities 

description information to business customers, extending already available ETICS service access point 

features by taking into account service specific characteristics (e.g., L2 vs. L3 connectivity services, 

supported routing protocols for VPN services, etc.) (BS-GEN-REQ-01). On a second level, this can be further 

supported by enabling business customers to submit detailed service requests describing the network 

footprint of the requested service as well as the QoS and pricing characteristics (BS-GEN-REQ-02).  

 

REQ NBR Description 

BS- GEN-

REQ-01 

In order to facilitate the automated provision of business services (e.g., VPNs), an ETICS-

enabled solution should provide business customers with information about available business 

customer service offers and capabilities, enhancing the available aggregate ASQ path 

offers/capabilities with service specific features. 

BS- GEN-

REQ-02 

In order to facilitate the automated provision of business services (e.g., VPNs), an ETICS-

enabled solution should provide business customers with the means to submit detailed 

requests including information regarding network location of business customer sites, QoS, 

charging options, etc. 

 

The interaction between a business customer and the ETICS architecture requires the involvement of the E-

NSPs facing the business customer nodes to be interconnected. On a service establishment level this 
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interaction is recommended to be focused on a primary E-NSP facing the customers headquarters (BS- 

GEN-REC-01). This recommendation targets at the simplification of the mechanisms required for the 

instantiation of such a service (see for example Sections 6.7) as well as the simplification of SLA lifecycle 

(e.g., establishment, management). It is noted however, that alternative approaches exist in which a 

business customer can establish a separate SLA with each one of the involved E-NSPs (cf. D3.5).  

REC NBR Description 

BS- GEN-REC-

01 

In order to simplify the establishment, management and realization of a business customer 

services, the ETICS solution should allow the interaction of business customers with a single, 

primary E-NSP, probably facing the business customer’s headquarters. 
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6 NSP-TO-NSP SERVICE AND SLA REQUIREMENTS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section contains the refined
10

 requirements and recommendation addressing the various types of NSP-

to-NSP services and their SLAs.  

As for the High Level Business Requirements (Section 5), the SLA requirements are presented with respect 

to two main different contexts: the context where the SLA negotiation is happening among the engaged 

NSPs, i.e. the type of communities (Open Association, Federation, Alliance), and the timing context, i.e. 

considering the suggested roadmap (Phase I: Bootstrapping/short term, Phase II: medium term, and Phase 

III: longer term). In addition, and as we are discussing more technical requirements, we also take into 

account the type of ETICS NSP-to-NSP services.  

Accordingly, this section presents the Service and SLA requirements for the NSP-to-NSP ASQ path services 

(the ASQ goods), which are the goods traded amongst the NSPs to respond to end-to-end ETICS customer 

requests either directly or indirectly. Such requirements both take into account the different business 

contexts and technical solutions studied in the project. How ASQ path services are exposed to other NSPs 

and assembled (composed or selected) to form an inter-carrier ASQ path service is the scope of Section 6.6, 

dealing with NSP-to-NSP coordination.  

An ASQ path service may be both a single-NSP ASQ path (i.e. reachable points through the ASQ path remain 

in the supplier NSP network boundaries) and multi-NSP ASQ path (i.e. reachable points through the ASQ 

path can be beyond the supplier NSP network boundaries). Going beyond initial requirements envisaged in 

[Del2.2], we provide below an update of the requirements considering the two main kinds of ETICS 

services, i.e. point-to-point (typically PoI2PoI) and point-to-region (PoI2Region) services. However, 

requirements which can be applied independently from such services are first addressed as “common SLA 

requirements”. In addition, this section also addresses SEFA level and inter-NSP VPN requirements and 

recommendations in Section 6.5 and 6.7 respectively.  

6.2 COMMON SERVICE AND SLA REQUIREMENTS  

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-GEN-01  SLAs must define the boundaries of for the Assured 

Service Quality path (source and destination points). 

ALL ALL 

 

                                                        
10

 Refined from D2.2. 
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This first requirement may look obvious but it is fundamental as it both defines the boundaries of the 

responsibilities of the supplier NSP for the ASQ path, and the technical identification of the ASQ path 

extremities. This requirement is a general one, but imposes different constraints for Point-to-Point or Point-

to-Region Services. In previous deliverables, Point-of-Interconnect (PoI) has been defined as the logical 

boundaries for the AQS and is thus a central point for inter-NPS ASQ paths. At one PoI, multiple types of 

ASQ path types and instances can be supported. The PoI should at minima specify the geographical area 

where the interconnection should occur, but may not specify a precise border router and a dedicated line 

card, as such precision could occur at the service resolution or composition step latter on. Further 

specifications are therefore required for the PoI such as: Is a PoI identified by an IP address, set of IP 

addresses, and/or geographical information? 

During the bootstrapping phase, as only bilateral interconnection amongst two NSPs (eventually to be 

cascaded in case of multi-NSP ASQ path services) are considered, the definition and identification of PoIs 

can be simple and agreed amongst the two interconnecting NSPs. When transit NSPs are introduced (Phase 

II and beyond), such PoI identification must be generalized and agreed amongst all NSPs of the community. 

However, the knowledge of intermediate PoIs by the extremities of the inter-carrier ASQ path will depend 

on the type of community and its policy rules. 

Before presenting specific requirements on technical parameters defined for such ASQ paths, it is 

important to highlight two other requirements: 

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-GEN-02  For scalability reasons, the ETICS core- system must 

primarily deal with ASQ paths for aggregated services, as 

the main service exchanged by NSPs at the PoIs. 

ALL ALL 

TR-SLA-GEN-03  For scalability reasons, and complementarily to TR-SLA-

GEN-02, the ETICS core- system should allow a finer 

granular connectivity service, which could either be used 

typically: 

� for smaller ASQ paths in NSP core networks, or 

� for end-users’ ASQ connectivity services in Edge-NSPs. 

(cf. SEFA level) 

ALL Phase II and 

beyond 

 

 

 

Such requirements are important for scalability reasons, as it is unrealistic to envisage dealing with 

individual flows at each PoI of an inter-carrier path, so only aggregated ASQ paths are identified at the PoIs 

between NSPs. At the Provider Edge (PE) points of Edge NSPs (E-NSP), individual flows at the per-business 

customer level (e.g. per SME) or per-end-user level should be identified and mapped into relevant ASQ 

paths. Another relevant example is the case of multi-NSP ASQ paths, where the supplier NSP provides a 

single ASQ path to each of its upstream neighbours, aggregating “smaller” ASQ paths (PoI2Region ASQ 

paths) to different downstream NSPs.  
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These important notions being introduced, the following requirements now relate to the technical 

parameters to be guaranteed for ASQ path, and between boundaries fixed for such ASQ path as defined by 

TR-SLA-GEN-02.  

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-GEN-04  The SLA must contain a parameter describing the minimal 

guaranteed availability. 

ALL ALL 

TR-SLA-GEN-05  The SLA must contain a parameter specifying the minimum 

guaranteed  bandwidth and may include a maximum 

bandwidth 

ALL ALL 

TR-SLA-GEN-06  The SLA should contain a parameter specifying the 

maximum guaranteed delay. 

ALL Phase II and 

beyond 

TR-SLA-GEN-07  The SLA should contain a parameter specifying the 

maximum guaranteed jitter. 

ALL Phase II and 

beyond 

TR-SLA-GEN-08  The SLA must contain a parameter specifying the 

maximum guaranteed packet loss. 

ALL Phase II and 

beyond 

 

The two first parameters are fundamental ones for any types of ASQ path service. Parameters of TR-SLA-

GEN-06 to 08 may be considered as a second priority and hence apply latter in the roadmap. In addition, 

these different parameters may be assigned according to the type of communities: Open Association with 

limited trust amongst NSPs may include loose guarantees, while Federations and Alliances would allow 

agreeing on stricter guarantees (having also a higher commercial value), as discussed in the respective 

policy rules to the various community types in [D3.5]. 

In addition to these technical parameters, the proposed collaboration models described in [Del4.4] may 

impose another characteristic for the SLA: in case of pre-computed ASQ paths publication (so-called 

“PUSH” model), the price should be included as a characteristic of the SLA, to allow the composition in a 

given community. The price may be mentioned explicitly as a parameter, or included as a reference in a 

predefined price-list (thus being more implicit). 

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-GEN-09  In case of the push model, the SLA must contain implicitly 

or explicitly a parameter specifying the price for the 

proposed ASQ path, to be composed within the 

community. 

Alliances 

optional: 

OA, Fed. 

Phase II and 

beyond 
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In addition, and also anticipating on a wider adoption of ASQ paths beyond the bootstrapping phase 

(relying on manual negotiations),  a new requirement for Phase II and beyond increases the flexibility for 

managing an increasing number of offered services and the number of involved actors. 

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-GEN-10  The ETICS core-system should provide a mechanism to set-

up, re-size and terminate ASQ paths, according to evolving 

negotiated interconnection needs. 

ALL Phase II and 

beyond 

 

Finally, one additional requirement defines specific properties generally not taken into account by classical 

QoS attributes. The field can be optional in the defined SLA, but has been expressed by certain possible 

customers of ETICS connectivity services for mission critical services (e.g. cloud services). This requirement 

considers strong routing policies enforcing or avoiding certain intermediate ASes or geographic regions, e.g. 

for political or legal reasons.  

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-GEN-11  SLAs may allow the specification of strong routing 

preferences for packets towards a certain destination, 

which enforce related packets to flow via a set of desired 

intermediate ASes and which avoid the flow of related 

packets via a set of undesired intermediate ASes (e.g. 

geographical territories)  – where each set may be empty. 

Federations 

& Alliances  

Phase III 

 

Such requirement could apply in the inter-carrier SLA bought by the ETICS customer who requests such 

routing policies. However, it could also apply at the level of per-NSP SLA for ASQ paths, and such routing 

policies may be used to compose per-NSP ASQ paths to form the inter-carrier ASQ paths. For example, it 

could be used to limit the propagation of ASQ paths to only NSPs of a federation or alliance (or even a sub-

set of NSPs within these community types for specific services), or to prefer or remove some possible ASQ 

paths in the composition phase. 

All these SLA requirements are applicable to PoI-to-PoI services, without specific adaptations or additional 

requirements. On the contrary, some of these requirements have to be adapted for PoI-to-Region services, 

or for PoI-to-mPoI services, as described in next sections. 

In addition to the above requirements, several additional features are listed below as recommendations 

complementing the requirements: 
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� All values defining the ASQ paths, i.e. characterizing the parameters of the service (TR-SLA-GEN-04 

to 09), should be negotiated for a given time period. 

� The modification of these parameters must follow some predefined rules, typically to be defined in 

the community where the service is provided, e.g. the time-window for changes, the allowed steps 

for changes (e.g. per 10 or 100 Mbps for the bandwidth), the lower and upper bounds for each 

parameters, etc. 

� Concerning TR-SLA-GEN-10 in particular, it is highly recommended to define the possible frequency 

for such changes, and/or a maximum number of possible changes (without fully renegotiating the 

entire ASQ paths). 

� The technical definitions or specifications of ASQ paths should be standardized. Indeed, closely 

related to this set of requirements defining the attributes of the SLA for ASQ path services provided 

by each NSP, the use of a standardized SLA template, if not mandatory, will ease the 

interoperability of ASQ paths amongst NSPs and should foster the adoption of the concept by more 

NSPs. 

6.3 POI-TO-REGION SERVICE AND SLA REQUIREMENTS  

Considering the common SLA requirements presented in the previous section, a number of elaborations 

have to be made for this specific service. 

First of all, defining boundaries of a PoI-to-Region service is naturally more complex than for a PoI-to-PoI 

case (TR-SLA-GEN-01). Generally speaking, an ETICS customer wants to address through the point-to-region 

ASQ path service, a given number of end-users eligible for a premium service offer, in an ISP domain or in a 

geographical region (i.e. a specific area in a country) irrespective from the ISP owing the customers. 

Therefore, we could have two distinct cases with single-NSP PoI-to-Region services (customers are all 

belonging to the access NSP), or with multi-NSP PoI-to-Region services (with customers spread over 

multiple access NSPs). In this latter case, the PoI-to-Region service will typically be offered by an NSP having 

multiple (at least two) single-NSP PoI-to-Region services downstream, but reselling them as a single service 

to its upstream NSP(s). 

TR-SLA-GEN-01 needs therefore to be extended to such cases: 

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-GEN-12  (extending TR-SLA-GEN-01 for PoI-to-Region services) 

In case of point-to-region service, the SLA must provide a 

description of possible destinations defining the region. 

The SLA must specify if the destinations belong to a single 

ISP or to multiple ISPs. 

ALL ALL 

 

The destinations belonging to a region are typically specified in terms of a set of IP prefixes and/or 

autonomous systems. The baseline assumption is that at least one route to these destinations is already 
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communicated via BGP (for destinations on the Internet), but optionally, additional routes to these 

destinations may be announced through the ETICS core system (as part of network capabilities or offers 

exchanged amongst NSPs). The region declared and referenced by the ETICS solution will typically identify 

IP prefixes at an aggregated level with reference to BGP routes. Hence, the following requirement applies. 

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-GEN-13  The ETICS solution must ensure router forwarding 

decisions that are consistent across and according to both 

the PoI2Region level and the BGP routes. 

ALL ALL 

TR-SLA-GEN-14  The ASQ interconnection community specification should 

allow the support for diverse routing such that policy-

based routing can also be supported. 

ALL Phase II and 

beyond 

 

For medium and longer term it is expected that the ETICS solution may provide QoS-enabled route 

information via the ETICS core-system alone. In this case additional consideration must be taken in order to 

ensure routing correctness and taking into account topology changes impacting IP prefix / route availability 

over the various PoI2 Region services. For further discussions on these issues see Annex Section 9.2.2. 

While the region of a PoI2Region service can be rather large covering a wide geographic area there is a 

need for finer grained SLA information, in particular for the delay (latency) parameter and potentially also 

for bandwidth parameters. That is, the supplier NSP may introduce specific maximum delay values for 

specific egress PoPs where the (last) T-NSP is interconnected with the E-NSP. Due to the nature of 

PoI2Region services (wide definition in space, e.g. large geographical area, and scope, e.g. multiple traffic 

types can be supported), a PoI2Region service may include sub-SLA characteristics for specific geographical 

areas in the region and/or for specific traffic type. As a specific example, in case of a multi-NSP PoI2Region 

Service, a sub-region with given characteristics should be defined for each NSP included in the region. For 

further discussions on these issues see Annex Section 9.2.3. 

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-GEN-15  The ETICS solution may enable the supplier NSP to provide 

a specification of the maximum delay from the given PoI to 

given egress PoPs where the (last) T-NSP is interconnected 

with the E-NSP. 

ALL Phase II and 

beyond 

TR-SLA-GEN-16  Due to the potentially wide definition of a region, a 

PoI2Region service may include sub-SLA characteristics for 

specific geographical sub-region and/or for specific traffic 

ALL Phase II and 

beyond 
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type.  

 

In addition, due to the nature of the Point-to-Region services, the TR-SLA-GEN-10 has to be further 

elaborated, in order to address the possible dynamicity of the region (increasing or decreasing the number 

of addressable points in the region, moving from a single-NSP PoI-to-Region to a multi-NSP PoI-to-Region, 

or vice-versa). 

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-GEN-17  (extending TR-SLA-GEN-10 for PoI-to-Region services) 

In case of point-to-region service, The ETICS core-system 

should provide a mechanism to set-up, re-size and 

terminate the AQS path service, as well as to resize the 

region (add or remove possible addressable points), 

according to evolving negotiated interconnection needs. 

ALL Phase II and 

beyond 

 

Similarly to the clarifications made for point-to-point services, TR-SLA-GEN-02 and 03 defining possible 

multiple levels in offers are impacted by the point-to-region context. However, Point-to-Region services 

also target more specifically access (/Stub) networks have to be rethought in terms of competing users’ 

sessions to be allocated into the big ASQ path (which thus relates also to TR-SLA-GEN-04/08). The question 

becomes therefore more which guarantees each individual flows may be offered when competing within 

the region. Different types of guarantees are associated to individual flows in such PoI-to-Region service: 

1. No guarantees (BE) or better than best effort (BTBE) – global properties are associated to the big 

ASQ path (e.g. a total bandwidth) but no individual guarantees are given to competing end-user 

flows. However, a relative higher priority is given to the BTBE traffic, although given lower priority 

than the permanent and on-demand guaranteed services (below). 

2. (Semi-) Permanent guarantees – individual properties are associated to individual flows inside the 

ASQ path for (semi-) permanently defined destination points within the region. This capability can 

be relevant in the context of a point-to-multipoint service (see next section), or in the context of 

SEFA (see Section 6.5 below). 

3. On-demand guarantees – the region defines the group of users who may benefit from the ASQ 

path, but for each new end-user flow demand, a dynamic check is done to verify that the 

guarantees can effectively be offered at the time of the demand. Once the demand is accepted, 

guarantees are assured for a given duration agreed with the end-user, so that other competing 

users in the region cannot degrade this flow. This is similar to an admission control process, and 

relies on Session Enhancement Functions (SEF) mechanisms described later in this document. 
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As done previously in the general case, in addition to the above requirements, several additional features 

are listed below as recommendations complementing the requirements: 

� When two NSPs are interconnected by multiple PoIs (in particular in the bilateral cascading case), 

SLA parameters defining the PoI2Region service may represent the total bandwidth available from 

the multiple interconnection points.  

� To better define the specifications of a PoI2Region service, in addition to the information already 

exposed in the SLA (number of eligible end-points, IP prefixes, ASQ characteristics), the possible 

levels of guarantees (BE, permanent or on-demand) and the SEF capabilities have to be agreed 

amongst NSPs. Such information may be made available in a kind of “ASQ Directory service” 

facilitating the handling of end-user sessions on top of the PoI2Region service, with optional 

additional specifications on the number of concurrent users, loose or strict guarantees, etc. This 

will allow adapting TR-SLA-GEN-02 & 03 to specific needs of interconnecting NSPs. How end-users‘ 

sessions are managed is the topic of section 6.5, in particular for the case of on-demand 

guarantees. 

� Finally, and interestingly, TR-SLA-GEN-11 may be read differently when considering the multi-NSP 

point-to-region services: indeed, in such case, there will necessary be an upstream NSP aggregating 

multiple single-NSP point-to-region services, and thus realizing a traffic split among the different 

destination NSPs. This notion could be compared to the branching point notion in point-to-

multipoint services. Imposing the enforcement or on the contrary the avoidance of a specific 

intermediate AS to realize the aforementioned split in case of multi NSP point to region service may 

be an important requirement. This has an impact on the business models, where the choice of such 

“branching AS” will be important and may constitute a new example of routing policy requirement. 

This is however a very specific and complex case, which is left for further studies. 

 

Monitoring Related: 

For the PoI-to-Region service, the ASQ-path is split on its way towards the destinations, which means: 

• The monitoring sub-system needs to get the path of the packets from source to destination,  

• In this case, this path is actually a tree,  

• There are two solutions to this dilemma: 

1. Measure from source to the split-point (of the path) and then probably take another 

measurement at the edge to the destination; system is “blind” between split-point and edge 

2. The core system requests measurements for any path which is in the set of the formerly 

mentioned tree 

 

Whichever solution is used, the following requirement applies: 
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REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-GEN-18  The ETICS core-system must provide the “path” between 

the first- and the last probe on the path, where the “last” 

probe is either at the split-point or at the edge-NSP. 

ALL Phase II and 

following 

 

6.4 POI-TO-MPOI SERVICE AND SLA REQUIREMENTS  

PoI-to-mPoI ASQ path services are a bit peculiar as somewhere between PoI-to-PoI and PoI-to-Region 

services. Indeed, a PoI-to-mPoI ASQ path service can be seen as a bundle of multiple PoI-to-PoI services  

having a similar source PoI, or as a PoI-to-Region service with fixed and well determined destination end-

points (defined as a PoI-to-Region service with permanent guarantees). Therefore, most remarks in 

previous sections also apply to this PoI-to-mPoI service. 

In addition, due to the nature of the PoI-to-mPoI service, the first part of TR-SLA-GEN-12 can be removed 

with known destinations, but there is still a need to mention if the PoI-to-mPoI reaches multiple NSPs, and 

TR-SLA-GEN-16 is particularly relevant. As an example, a specific case is a big PoI2mPoI ASQ path sold by an 

NSP to an upstream NSP and towards multiple downstream NSPs. Then, the big PoI2mPoI service 

represents the bundling of several individual PoI2PoI services towards a given downstream NSP, but with 

TR-SLA-GEN-16 we can define sub-SLA properties for each NSP, tagged as sub-region. In case guarantees 

have to be provided to only per sub-region but also per PoI/PoEI, the following requirement is necessary: 

 REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-GEN-19  (extending TR-SLA-GEN-03 for PoI-to-mPoI services) 

The ETICS core system shall describe properties of fine-

grain ASQ paths towards multiple PoIs/PoEIs, and 

aggregated in a large PoI-to-mPoI ASQ path. 

ALL Phase III 

 

6.5 END-USER ASQ CONNECTIVITY SERVICE AND SLA REQUIREMENTS 

While the above requirements address the ASQ path level, that is, traffic paths transporting traffic 

aggregated from several end-customers, this section addresses the end-user ASQ connectivity services and 

the associated service instance control or management as well as supporting capabilities. It is important to 

define how the ASQ path will be used to provide ASQ connectivity services to final customer end-points. 

According to Section 3.2, note that the notion of end-user ASQ connectivity can cover a range of 
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connectivity types and that the types of end-points for such services can vary. The two main types of end-

points are enterprise end-points (i.e. PoEI) or end-user or end-customer end-points.  

Such finer grained services will typically be managed and enforced exclusively at the customer Edge-NSP (E-

NSPs), and not by Transit-NSPs (T-NSPs). The end-user ASQ connectivity service could be associated to or 

(“on-top-of”) both of the following ASQ paths: 

• PoI-to-PoEI: in this case, multiple end-user ASQ connectivity services are handled separately by 

SEFA and in the specific final customer domain. (Details of this option are left for further study). 

• PoI-to-Region: in this case, and as introduced in the section 6.3, different types of guarantees may 

be associated to these end-user ASQ connectivity service. Additional admission control mechanisms 

may thus be required to handle the competition among end-users as already discussed. 

The focus of this section is the E-NSP-to-E-NSP interactions (i.e. the E1’ reference point). However, similar 

capabilities can also be applicable for the E7’ reference point (E-/T-NSP-to-Information Service Provider) 

and eventually also for E6’ reference point (E-NSP-to-Business Customer). Implementations of these 

reference points could be based on solutions such as RESTful web-services, or Diameter. 

The following presents the requirements that apply in this area, that is, in what is called the service 

enhancement functional area (SEFA), particularly for the on-demand type of guarantees. The SEFA may be 

implemented as an extension of the ETICS SLA framework (core system) or may also be realized as (part of) 

an external system.  

The requirements are general and it is outside the scope of this deliverable to go into detailed use case 

specific requirements or recommendations. Some indications on timing or roadmap phases are provided 

along with the requirements.  

The first set of requirements are capturing general capabilities going from the simpler to the more complex 

service features; that is, i) interrogating ASQ capabilities, ii) setting up / tearing down end-user ASQ 

connectivity services, iii) modifying end-user ASQ connectivity services, and iv) migration of end-user ASQ 

connectivity services according to changing application needs. 

 

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SEF-GEN-01 The SEFA framework must provide a mechanism to enable 

the primary E-NSP to interrogate the ASQ capabilities of an 

end-point under the administration of a corresponding E-

NSP. 

ALL ALL 

 

The primary E-NSP is the NSP that receives service request(s) from an end-customer or an InfSP regarding 

connectivity to a specific corresponding end-point. Either triggered from the end-customer request (directly 

or via the InfSP) or if there is an indirect trigger in the primary E-NSP, the primary E-NSP send an 
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interrogation request to the corresponding E-NSP for retrieving information about the ASQ capabilities of 

the corresponding end-point as well as additional SEFA capabilities for controlling and managing ASQ 

connectivity to this end-point.  

In the longer term, the PoI2Region service may support additional SLA information and capabilities allowing 

the customer (source) E-NSP to know the delay from the PoI to the egress PoP, considering a given 

destination.  Accordingly, the SEFA-level interrogation function should also support additional information 

about the connectivity segment from the egress PoP to the destination end-point, such as delay. By this 

capability the source E-NSP can make a qualified best-choice among a set of alternative PoI2Region services 

towards a given end-point.   

 REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SEF-GEN-02 The SEFA framework must provide a mechanism to set-up 

and tear-down an end-user ASQ connectivity service for 

the purpose of providing a service to the user. 

ALL ALL 

 

In the case that SEFA framework is used to realise such an end-user ASQ connectivity service the 

corresponding SEFs must ensure separating specific end-user ASQ connectivity services within the ASQ path 

based on a parameter set identifying the corresponding end-user. 

Then, similarly to the possible dynamicity for ASQ path, but at a finer time scale, the ETICS management 

and control system (SLA framework) should allow changing the characteristics of the individual end-user 

ASQ connectivity services mapped into pre-established ASQ paths.  

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SEF-GEN-03 The SEFA framework must provide a mechanism to modify 

the parameters of an active end-user ASQ connectivity 

service. 

ALL Phase II  

 

While the above requirements assume that the ASQ connectivity is point-to-point, it is foreseen that more 

sophisticated ASQ connectivity schemes and policies should be supported, such as 1::N and N::M schemes. 

Moreover, in more advanced contexts the handling of end-user ASQ connectivity service is triggered via an 

application level service and there can be a need for migration of the connectivity service from one 

network end-point to anther network end-point. Example of services that will require such features are 

carrier cloud services where the connectivity services associated to IT services have to be changed to follow 

a migration of the IT service between two remote Data centres. 
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REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SEF-GEN-04 The SEFA framework should provide a mechanism to 

support the relocation (migration) of an end-user ASQ 

connectivity service from one end-point to another. 

ALL Phase III 

TR-SEF-GEN-05 The SEFA framework should provide a mechanism to 

support the policies for enforcing end-user ASQ 

connectivity service involving end-points in both 1::N as 

well as N::M. 

ALL Phase III 

Here the numbers N and M are moderate as to ensure sufficient handling of the admission and resource 

control.  

 

The next set of requirements addresses the area of SLA assurance, trouble detection and monitoring as well 

as specific mechanisms for resolving problems with specific end-user ASQ connectivity services. This is a 

challenging area that has not been in focus by the project. However, the following requirements apply 

although depending on the specific type of end-user ASQ connectivity as settled according to the service 

establishment and modification interactions.  

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SEF-GEN-05 The SEFA framework should provide a mechanism for the 

notification of SLA disruption of a specific end-user ASQ 

connectivity service occurring in the domain of the 

notifying E-NSP. 

ALL Phase II 

TR-SEF-GEN-06 The SEFA framework should provide a mechanism for the 

notification of SLA disruption of a specific end-user ASQ 

connectivity service detected in the domain of the 

notifying E-NSP with an indication of occurrence in the 

corresponding E-NSP domain.  

ALL Phase II 

TR-SEF-GEN-07 The SEFA framework should provide a mechanism for 

requesting SLA testing of a specific end-user ASQ 

connectivity service. 

ALL Phase II 

TR-SEF-GEN-08 The SEFA framework should provide a mechanism for 

requesting in-service SLA monitoring of a specific end-user 

ASQ connectivity service. 

ALL Phase II 
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TR-SEF-GEN-09 The SEFA framework should provide a mechanism for 

requesting trouble resolution of a specific end-user ASQ 

connectivity service. 

ALL Phase II 

 

In the following the requirements for the realisation or support of such end-user ASQ connectivity services 

are described and discussed. In the broader sense these required mechanisms can be understood as 

dedicated SEFs within the SEFA framework which are needed to enable a specific end-user ASQ 

connectivity service.  

Note: The identification of SEFA related requirements is based on the following non-complete list of end-

user ASQ connectivity related mechanisms. 

• Admission control 

• End-user related connectivity and/or session handling 

• Service accounting and charging 

• Traffic identification 

• Congestion Exposure 

 

The notation TR-SEF-GEN-1x is used in order to enumerate the end-user ASQ connectivity service 

requirements that could be realised by means of specific SEF implementations depending on the specific 

needs of a dedicated use case. 

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SEF-GEN-10 The SEFA framework should (with respect to a dedicated 

use case) provide a mechanism to perform end-user 

connectivity service specific admission control. 

ALL Phase III 

In the context of end-user ASQ connectivity services admission control will typically be managed exclusively 

at the customer Edge-NSP (E-NSPs), e.g. inside the customer access router, and not by Transit-NSPs (T-

NSPs). Admission control could be associated to both: 

• Network services, e.g. enabling resource and admission control (comparable with the 

functionalities described in the framework RACS) 

• Network services, e.g. network access control (comparable with the functionalities described in the 

framework NASS) 

 

Coming back to the examples of SEFA services, such as “Graceful Denial of Service (GDoS)” or “Bandwidth 

on Demand”, specific SEF realisation could be implemented by using and complementing the already 

existing (resource and admission control / network access control) admission control mechanisms of the 

edge NSP. This could be for instance a simple parameter exchange between the SEF and the admission 

control system or even a more sophisticated steering functionality of the SEF towards the existing system. 
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REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SEF-GEN-11 The SEFA framework should (with respect to a dedicated 

use case) provide a mechanism to perform end-user 

related connectivity and / or session handling. 

ALL Phase III 

 

End-user connectivity and / or session handling has to be realised within the networks of the edge NSPs. 

Transit NSP networks are not involved in end-user session handling. A typical instrument for end-user 

related session handling in some of today’s provider networks is the IMS. 

In the case of SEF “Graceful Denial of Service”, end-user session handling could be realised by a mechanism 

that requests end-user specific connectivity / application parameters from different actors and combines 

this information by the SEF-GDoS logic in order to derive a statement regarding the end-user related 

connectivity and hence, the expected application service quality. 

For the SEF “Bandwidth on Demand” an implementation must check the available network resources that 

are of interest for the end-user related connectivity / session in order to signal back if there are more 

network resources available that could be requested. 

 

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SEF-GEN-12 The SEFA framework should (with respect to a dedicated 

use case) provide a mechanism to perform end-user 

related connectivity service accounting and charging on 

network edges and customer connecting access networks. 

ALL Phase III 

Accounting and charging of end-user related connectivity service will typically be managed at the customer 

Edge-NSP (E-NSPs), and not by Transit-NSPs (T-NSPs). According to the concrete use case the specific SEFs 

may perform different ways of traffic accounting, as for instance:  

• source / destination aware traffic accounting (this could be used for instance in the use case 

“Initiating Party Network Pays”, see 3.5.3) 

• Accounting at ingress or egress customer-facing access router (covering PoI2PoI and PoI2Region 

scenarios) 

• Service class specific accounting 

• Time based accounting (start and stop time stamp of a session) 

• Etc. 

 

In today’s (fixed line) provider networks accounting is very often realised by means of Authentication, 

Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) mechanisms based on RADIUS. 
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For the bandwidth on demand use case, a corresponding SEF-based accounting function could provide 

source and destination aware- as well as time based traffic accounting. The realisation is again provider 

specific and could be implemented by AAA mechanisms based on either RADIUS and / or Diameter or in a 

simple way by means of a byte counter inside the customer access routers. 

Specialised SEF-based charging approaches will be implemented in order to realise the underlying business 

case. In most case the SEF charging functions will evaluate the gathered accounting data which is typically 

stored in the AAA database of the edge NSPs. 

 

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SEF-GEN-13 The SEFA framework should (with respect to a dedicated 

use case) provide a mechanism to perform end-user 

related traffic identification on e.g. the customer access 

router. 

ALL Phase III 

 

In order to provide more fine granular services as on ASQ path level (e.g. to provide better than best effort 

traffic delivery services) an end-user traffic identification is needed and realised mostly inside the customer 

Edge-NSP networks. 

In some cases end-user traffic identification may take place also in the ingress router of the Transit-NSPs 

who provides the starting point of the ASQ path. Intermediate routers within the ASQ path should not 

implement such functionality. 

The traffic identification functionality is especially of interest for the realisation of PoI2Region services or 

also for dedicated added values scenarios, e.g. end-user traffic delivery in different service classes. 

 

For the Graceful Denial of Service use case traffic identification is only needed in order to assign the 

application quality traffic to a specific traffic class and hence, to a pre-established ASQ path. That is why 

this SEF has to be realised inside the customer access router of the NSP connecting the content provider. 

 

Note: The list above (TR-SFA-GEN-10 - TR-SEF-GEN-13) covers only a limited amount of SEF-based services 

and their corresponding requirements. Moreover, the listed services represent only major topic areas in 

which SEFs could be designed to realise subtopic related scenarios / services. 
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Monitoring Related: 

In most cases, there will not be one probe per eye-ball11 system, but rather the probe most likely will be 

located at the PoI of the (edge) NSP. Consequently, there is the following requirement: 

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SEF-GEN-14 SEFA must forward the information about set-up 

connections to the monitoring sub-system if per end-user 

monitoring should be possible 

ALL Phase II and 

later 

 

Because in most cases, there will be a significant number of eye-ball systems (end-users), it seems 

infeasible that continuous monitoring of all user’s traffic can be done. However, monitoring on an on-

demand basis (i.e. in the case of problems) indeed is possible. 

 

6.6 INTERCONNECT COORDINATION BETWEEN NSPS 

In the Section 3.3, two main categories have been introduced to represent the possible modes of 

collaboration between multiple NSPs aiming at proposing ASQ paths crossing their domains: bilateral 

cascading and coordinated ASQ composition collaboration modes. Business requirements relative to these 

collaboration models are described in more details in Section 5. In the following, we analyse the impact of 

such collaborations models on the common SLA requirements described in the previous sections. In each 

case, we further define the requirements with respect to the exact properties of the exchanged SLA 

amongst NSPs. Indeed, whether the SLA represents a pre-computed offer (a.k.a. a “PUSH” model with an 

ASQ path service with pre-defined parameters, including the price), and only rough network capabilities 

imposing an on-demand offer creation (a.k.a. “PULL” model), will necessarily impact the coordination 

requirements between NSPs.  

6.6.1 SLA REQUIREMENTS IN BILATERAL CASCADING COLLABORATION MODEL 

Using a distributed collaboration model, an NSP receives an ASQ path request for a global inter-carrier 

network service such as an ASQ tunnel, it calculates its own ASQ path and forward to at least one 

neighbouring NSP towards the destination a new ASQ path request with the remaining budget (business 

and technical parameters). To do this, the information on how to reach the destination must be known, 

even if other parameters result from the negotiation with other NSPs. Note that for PoI2Region services the 

request from an upstream customer NSP may be mapped onto multiple existing downstream PoI2Region 

services. This may directly or indirectly12 trigger a service update request on one or multiple of the existing 

                                                        
11

 i.e. final customer end-point 
12

 Aka. “indirect composition” 
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downstream services. While the bilateral cascading collaboration mode is typically oriented toward the 

open association community type this section also considers other community types.  

A recommendation at the end of section 6.2 says that the technical definitions or specifications of ASQ 

paths should be standardized. However, if this is not the case, the SLA template must at least be agreed 

between neighbouring NSPs in the Open Association community type. It must (respectively should) be 

agreed between all participating NSPs in the federation and alliances community types (respectively Open 

Association) to avoid unnecessary translation (possibly source of errors). An ASQ path request may be 

forwarded to multiple NSPs towards a given destination, so as to explore multiple paths and finally contract 

the “best”
13

 chain of NSPs. This is optional (subject to the policy rules) in case of the Open Association and 

Federation community types, but mandatory in case of Alliances.  

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-COORD-DIST-01  The SLA template must be agreed between 

neighbouring NSPs, but it should be globally 

agreed between all participating NSPs. 

OA Phase I 

TR-SLA-COORD-DIST-02  The SLA template should/must be globally agreed 

between all participating NSPs. 

OA (should) 

Federation 

& Alliances 

(Must) 

Phase II 

TR-SLA-COORD-DIST-03  An ASQ path request May/Must be forwarded, 

unless specified in the request for scalability or 

security reasons, to several neighbouring carriers, 

which are available to reach a given destination. 

OA & 

Federation 

(may) 

Alliances 

(Must) 

Phase II and 

beyond 

 

In order to ease the propagation of the requests to relevant neighbouring NSPs, NSPs should be aware 

about network capabilities (Pull) or offers (Push) of other NSPs. The propagation requirements will 

obviously be different according to the type of communities and the type of SLAs. These requirements also 

represent a progressive possible automation of the NSP-to-NSP coordination. 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
13

 “best” means here the NSP chain satisfying as closely as possible the customer constraints, as the good trade-off between 

performance and cost constraints. 
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REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-COORD-DIST-04  SLAs offered by an NSP May/Must be accessible for 

its upstream neighbouring NSP(s). 

OA (May) 

Federation 

& Alliances 

(Must) 

Phase I (Pull 

and manual 

negotiation) 

Pushed 

offers may 

optionally 

introduced 

in mature & 

stable 

markets 

TR-SLA-COORD-DIST-05  Network Capabilities (resp. offers) offered by an 

NSP Must (resp. should) be accessible to other 

trusted NSPs of the community 

Federation 

(resp. 

Alliance) 

Phase II and 

beyond 

 

In this distributed model, once an SLA is contracted with a neighbouring (downstream) NSP, an NSP can 

bundle it with its own offers to possibly present multi-NSP ASQ paths to its upstream NSPs. Then, this NSP 

becomes responsible for the global SLA sold to its upstream NSPs. In this case, each NSP should have the 

means to check the conformance of the contracted SLA with its neighbouring (downstream) NSP(s) and this 

requirement applies recursively to further downstream NSPs, whose offers have been bundled into such 

multi-NSP ASQ paths. 

REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-COORD-DIST-06  An NSP must be responsible for aggregated SLAs 

from its downstream NSP when contracting an SLA 

with its upstream NSP. 

All  Phase I 

TR-SLA-COORD-DIST-07  An NSP should have the means to check the 

conformance of SLAs contracted with its 

immediate downstream NSP, and this requirement 

applies recursively to the downstream NSPs along 

the ASQ path towards the destination 

All Phase II 
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6.6.2 DISTRIBUTED PULL 

While the distributed pull is categorised as one of the deployment scenarios of the coordinated ASQ 

composition mode it is different in some respect from the per-NSP or fully centralized deployment 

scenarios that are addressed in Section 6.6.3 just below. On the one hand the capabilities and functional 

requirements for capability announcement (publishing) are quite similar to those of Section 6.6.3. While 

there is no facilitator in the distributed pull scenario, and in particular its H-TE implementation, abstracted 

network capabilities of one NSP are exchanged with all other NSPs of the community through a flooding 

mechanism. Thus, each NSP has a high-level multi-NSP topology view allowing in a first step, computing a 

relevant AS-path for an end-to-end request. Therefore, for this first step of the path establishment and 

composition, it is not very different from a per-NSP scenario where information (offers/network 

capabilities) of each NSP is sent to other NSPs, each acting as a facilitator. On the other hand, the 

finalisation of the ASQ path establishment and composition, to determine a precise path on the basis of the 

provided AS-path, is fully distributed and will be quite close to a cascaded model where each NSP along the 

AS-path receives the request from is upstream NSP, computes an intra-domain path that fits the demand, 

and forwards the request until the destination AS.   

6.6.3 SLA REQUIREMENTS IN CENTRALISED COLLABORATION MODELS 

Using a centralised collaboration model, the possible ASQ paths each NSP can offer must be known by the 

facilitator assembling the offers to form a new inter-carrier ASQ path. In a given community, there may be a 

single facilitator, or multiple facilitators. In previous ETICS documents, we made thus the distinction 

between a fully centralized model and per-NSP centralized models (in which case, each NSP may play the 

role of facilitator, usually for inter-carrier ASQ Paths requested by a customer hosted in its domain). 

The format of the SLA must be defined by the facilitator(s) to allow for the concatenation of NSPs’ ASQ 

paths. When computed in advance (Push mode), offers representing NSPs’ ASQ paths may be published in 

one (or more for redundancy) repository of the facilitator(s) or in a repository of each NSP, with access 

rights granted to the facilitator(s) to consult available services. In pull mode, as only capabilities have been 

exchanged, the facilitator(s) has (have) to make a demand to possible NSPs to receive an offer for the 

requested ASQ path. In a trusted community of NSPs (surely for alliances, and to less extent for 

federations), with a limited number of actors, the information on other NSPs’ ASQ paths might be useful for 

all NSPs in order to adapt their offers and improve the global services provided by the community. This is 

particularly the case in pull mode, both for federations and alliances, as only network capabilities are 

exposed. In the push mode, NSPs’ ASQ paths (including a price) shall however be only visible for the 

facilitator(s). This is particularly the case in the per-NSP model and in a federation community type, thus 

allowing each NSP to publish different ASQ paths to the different facilitators. In an alliance model, pushed 

offers may more easily be visible by all NSPs as the level of trust is maximal and as NSPs have joint business 

interests. 

Due to the low level of trust amongst NSPs, such centralized models (fully or per-NSP) are not foreseeable 

in an Open Association community. 
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REQ NBR Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-COORD-CENTR-01 The SLA template must be defined by the 

facilitator composing the NSPs’ ASQ 

paths.  

Federations & 

Alliances 

Phase II and 

beyond 

TR-SLA-COORD-CENTR-02 Each NSP’s ASQ paths must be accessible 

by the facilitator(s), on demand (pull 

mode) or NSPs must have published them 

in advance (Push mode).   

Federations & 

Alliances 

Phase II and 

beyond 

TR-SLA-COORD-CENTR-03 Each NSP’s ASQ paths must be also visible 

for other NSPs of the community in a pull 

mode. 

Federations & 

Alliances  

Phase II and 

beyond 

TR-SLA-COORD-CENTR-04 Each NSP’s ASQ paths may be also visible 

for other NSPs of the community in a 

push mode. 

Alliances  Phase III? 

TR-SLA-COORD-CENTR-05 The facilitator(s) must have the means to 

check the conformance of the inter-

carrier ASQ path provided to the client. 

 Federations & 

Alliances 

 Phase II and 

beyond 

TR-SLA-COORD-CENTR-06 The facilitator(s) must have means to 

check the conformance of each ASQ path 

comprised in the inter-carrier ASQ path.  

Federations & 

Alliances  

Phase II and 

beyond 

 

6.6.4 SLA REQUIREMENTS AT POIS 

In addition to requirements exposed in previous sections to exchange and manage ASQ paths amongst 

NSPs, it is also fundamental to identify the traffic that will use such inter-carrier ASQ paths. As expressed by 

TR-SLA-GEN-03, there are at least two levels of ASQ (connectivity) services.  

The first requirement is therefore on the traffic identification at the customer edge: how to identify the 

traffic to map the end-user ASQ connectivity traffic into the inter-carrier ASQ. As discussed in the ETICS 

architecture document [D4.4], a destination-only traffic identification scheme is not sufficient as traffic 

from different sources and going to the same destination may have to follow different routes to benefit, or 

not, from the inter-carrier ASQ path performances.  In addition, the identification scheme must not allow a 

domain to use a path that is not compliant with the path proposed by its neighbours or to steal (free ride) 

an ASQ path that is destined to another domain. 

Finally, the traffic identification should be sufficiently unique to unambiguously identify the end-user traffic 

that should be sent on the Inter-carrier ASQ path, and differentiate it for example, from another end-user 

traffic or different traffic from the same user, which should not be sent on the inter-carrier ASQ path (e.g. 
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BE internet traffic). Such identification scheme must be scalable to not impose unrealistic constraints on 

Forwarding Information Tables (FIBs) of nodes along the path. Different identification schemes may 

therefore be used to different the end-user ASQ connectivity traffic from the ASQ path aggregated traffic. 

 

 

 REQ NBR 

Description ETICS 

Community 

Flavour 

Phase 

applicability 

TR-SLA-TI-01
14

 The SLA must include the ASQ path type and/or ASQ path 

instance identifiers and provide the rules on how to 

interpret and use them for the purpose of controlling 

packet forwarding behaviour. 

ALL Phase I and 

beyond 

TR-SLA-TI-02 The identification scheme must not allow a domain to use 

a path that is not compliant with the path proposed by its 

neighbours or to steal (free ride) an ASQ path that is 

destined to another domain.  

ALL Phase I and 

beyond 

TR-SLA-TI-03 The traffic identification method must be scalable to not 

impose unrealistic constraints on Forwarding Information 

Tables (FIBs) of nodes along the path.  

ALL Phase I and 

beyond 

 

 

6.7 NSP-TO-NSP SERVICES FOR INTER-CARRIER VPN AND SLA REQUIREMENTS 

As mentioned in Section 3.4, the target of the ETICS solution is to facilitate the provision of VPN services by 

increasing the degree of automation in the service establishment process. Taking a step further from the 

interaction between business customers and the ETICS ecosystem sketched in Section 3.4.1, a set of 

requirements are further identified, focusing on the internal operational context of the ETICS solution, 

which involves the interaction between the participating NSPs.  

Concerns related to the scalability of the network and control plane mechanisms (discussed in [Del4.4], 

Section 6.2.2), mandate the transfer of data plane traffic between PEs on top of pre-existing infrastructure 

level ASQ paths (SLA-VPN- N2N-REC-01). The target is to take advantage of the already available ETICS 

mechanisms so as to allow multiple VPN service paths to be aggregated and served over possibly pre-

established ASQ paths, mitigating thus the aforementioned scalability concerns15. The ETICS solution must 

therefore provide the mechanisms by which VPN service requests can be mapped to existing VPN 

infrastructure ASQ paths. To this end, the information related to the SLA parameters of already established 

ASQ paths (i.e., network footprint, price and associated QoS parameters) must be maintained by the ETICS 

                                                        
14

 This requirement replaces TR-GEN-SLA-09 
15

 In accordance also to TR-SLA-GEN-10 (cf. Section 6). 
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solution (SLA-VPN-N2N-REC-02) and mechanisms for locating a suitable ASQ path for a requested VPN 

service must be supported (SLA-VPN- N2N-REC-03).  Then, in order to proceed with the establishment of 

VPN service on top of an existing ASQ path, a two level admission control mechanism is required (SLA-VPN-

N2N-REC-04): 

• On a first level, admission control is required to ensure that enough resources are available on an 

existing ASQ path for the support of a VPN.  

• On a second level, admission control is further required to ensure the availability of network 

resources on the paths connecting the aggregate ASQ path edges (PEs or ASBRs) to CEs. 

 

REC NBR Description 

SLA-VPN-

N2N-REC-01 

The ETICS architecture shall provide the means for aggregating VPN traffic on an ASQ path 

level i.e., traffic exchanged by PEs in the context of VPN services shall be carried by 

aggregate ASQ paths.  

SLA-VPN-

N2N-REC-02 

The ETICS solution shall maintain information about the network footprint, price and 

associated QoS parameters (e.g., residual bandwidth) of existing aggregate ASQ paths, 

taking into account events of VPN topology changes such as VPN site addition/removal, as 

well as of course the establishment/tear down of entire VPNs.  

SLA-VPN-

N2N-REC-03 

The ETICS solution shall support mechanisms for matching incoming VPN requests to 

existing ASQ paths. This includes footprint, QoS and pricing matching.  

SLA-VPN-

N2N-REC-04 

The ETICS solution shall provide the mechanisms for applying admission control for 

incoming VPN requests.  

 

More specifically, the ETICS solution shall provide the required network and control plane functionality for 

the provision of inter-carrier VPNs. As already mentioned, this is in the general case translated to the 

aggregation of VPN traffic on top of NSP-to-NSP ASQ paths. In turn, this results in a series of technical 

requirements for the realization of the resulting mapping of VPN services to the already available ASQ 

paths. 

REQ NBR Description 

SLA-VPN- 

CAP -01 

The ETICS solution shall provide the means for the proper identification of traffic both on 

the aggregate and the VPN service level i.e., forwarding traffic on an aggregate level when 

inside an ASQ path, and on a VPN service level when exiting (and before entering) the 

aggregate path. 

SLA-VPN- 

CAP -02 

The ETICS solution shall enable the control plane mechanisms for allowing the policing of 

VPN traffic i.e., configuring the correct parameters at the policing devices. (This can be 
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enabled by the SEFA approach.) 

SLA-VPN- 

CAP -03 

The ETICS solution shall facilitate the operation of control plane mechanisms for the 

monitoring of VPN traffic i.e., configuring the correct parameters (e.g., traffic identifiers) at 

the monitoring devices. 

 

The mapping between a VPN service and an aggregate ASQ path shall also be realized on the data level. 

This calls for the establishment of the proper traffic identification scheme by which traffic will be identified 

and forwarded on the right aggregation level (SLA-VPN-CAP-01). This relates also to traffic policing (SLA-

VPN-CAP-02) as well as monitoring (SLA-VPN-CAP-03) functionality as well. 

The VPN address distribution mechanism requires the cooperation between NSPs for the establishment of 

BGP sessions (e.g., between Route Reflectors) and the selection of the Route Target values for each 

established VPN across all participating NSPs (e.g., RFC 6074, section 4.4). This functionality is not part of 

the core ETICS architecture. However, the ETICS solution shall provide recommendations for taking 

advantage of the service management layer functionality in order to increase the degree of automation in 

service provisioning. Namely: 

REC NBR Description 

SLA-VPN- 

CAP-REC-01 

The ETICS solution shall provide recommendations for the use of the NSP-chain graph by the 

NSPs with the purpose of reducing the number of BGP sessions established and the total 

number of BGP Update messages exchanged for the establishment of VPN routing state. 

SLA-VPN- 

CAP-REC-02 

The ETICS solution shall provide recommendations for the use of the NSP-chain graph with 

the purpose of facilitating the communication between NSPs for the selection of the proper 

Route Target values for the establishment of VPN routing state. 
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7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  

The present requirements address many different ASQ goods and collaboration contexts, without being 

complete in every aspect. We have achieved an overall understanding of the two main service categories 

ASQ paths and End-user ASQ connectivity, as well as the role of ASQ tunnels and PoI2Region services as the 

two sub-categories of ASQ paths. Furthermore, we have described a business and technical roadmap that 

motivate an initial phase with the introduction of bilateral agreements, and later evolve towards more 

coordinated ASQ composition in addition to bilateral cascading agreements. We have also described how 

these technical collaboration modes can work under the three different business community types 

proposed in [Del4.3] and further elaborated in [Del3.5]. Finally, we have proposed five different charging 

principles that could enable an open and transparent exchange of ASQ goods. 

Looking beyond the ETICS project more detailed and use case specific clarifications of relevant 

requirements are needed for initial commercial deployment (so-called bootstrapping), as well as for 

elaborating on service and SLA life-cycle management processes, including monitoring and resilience 

aspects.  

This deliverable has structured and developed the requirements according to functional topics and covering 

all the ETICS collaboration modes and deployment scenarios.  One could develop and detail the 

requirements further into specific “profiles” given specific business contexts. Examples of such specific 

profiles or business contexts are: i) bootstrapping (ASQ goods exchanged between two end-customer 

facing NSPs), ii) bilateral cascading (introducing the transit NSP role), iii) per-NSP centralized (introducing 

common technology in a community), as well as iv) SEFA for two end-customer facing NSPs and v) SEFA for 

a hub-role. 

The most crucial next step beyond the ETICS project is further inter-NSP business development towards 

bootstrapping commercial exchange of ASQ goods. Work in this direction has already been initiated.  
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9 ANNEX 

9.1 ETICS COMMUNITY TYPES 

We briefly describe below the main concepts identified regarding the community concept that both guide 

this deliverable’s work and suffice for the reader in order to have a better understanding of why certain 

requirement or recommendation are not applicable to certain community variants, as opposed to others.  

The (ASQ) community is the “umbrella” under which certain technical solutions, protocols and business 

models and respective economic mechanisms are made possible. This fundamental concept provides the 

“glue” of the interconnection market business and technical specification and allows the big picture of the 

market to be formed. In particular, ETICS has specified three basic variants of the community, each coupled 

with different amount of trust among its participants and also different degree of cooperation, information 

sharing and level of constraints imposed by the Policy Rules (presented later in this section). They pertain 

to different stages of the market evolution, from early to mature markets. 

An Open Association (OA) is a community with no or very limited policy rules and without strict constraints. 

In this case, the community is a very loose and open “market place”, where an NSP can choose to 

participate by selling or buying ASQ goods according to common/standard technical specifications, i.e. the 

ETICS specifications, without or with only little harmonization of the business processes and policies 

employed. This is the simplest form of a community, especially in non-mature markets and relying on a fully 

distributed solution. It is constructed by means of bilateral agreements for ASQ provisioning. There is very 

limited information sharing: ASQ routes are advertised by each NSP to his selection of neighbours/business 

partners. It is expected that this is the bootstrap scenario of a community, since it does not require high 

level of trust or complex information sharing or E2E monitoring mechanisms, while offering emerging ASQ 

services. Note however that despite the bilateral nature of the agreements, by means of cascading those 

bilateral SLAs, multi-domain ASQ paths of high value could be provisioned in the market. 

A Federation is a community in which Technical Policy Rules are in place, which enforce strict technical 

behaviour. Business Policy Rules are very flexible. Inside the Federation, a certain level of trust could 

emerge between NSPs, however this is limited to accurate dissemination of the ASQ products offered by 

the members and the minimal amount of information sharing. Still, this information sharing can allow a 

member NSP to select the high-level NSP (AS) route by selecting PoIs for the ASQ path that he is not directly 

involved in. However, it enhances the capabilities of the community with respect to the Open Association 

variant since it allows for end-to-end monitoring and most importantly it is ensured for each NSP who is a 

Federation member that his ASQ goods advertisements that he has marked as public will be accurately 

disseminated to all the community members; similarly, private announcements will be kept confidential. 

Penalties are enforced to members who violate the Federation publication rules and they can even be 

kicked out of the Federation. 

An Alliance is a community in which both Technical and Business Policy Rules require strict behaviour. An 

Alliance implies a common coordination model adopted for the provision of the inter-domain services and 
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a high level of trust and information sharing between NSPs. This implies less differentiation in the 

members’ business processes but it simultaneously enables additional forms of cooperation and respective 

mechanisms, including central control and management of resources and services, thanks to higher levels 

of trust and cooperation. For instance, under the Alliance it is possible to allow shared SLAs and penalties. It 

is also possible to enforce common management of resources and business policy rules that may span from 

wholesale resource and SLA management to admission control and routing policies for the user sessions 

that need to be routed via the ASQs. The extent of collaboration is significant and is defined by the Policy 

Rules. Alliances are expected to emerge in mature markets and inherently imply high trust and similarity of 

its members. In extremis, an Alliance can be seen as a Virtual Network Operator, i.e. a reseller of its 

member NSPs resources and services.  

The specification of the three community variants is augmented with the specification of Policy Rules that 

apply to each of them. These rules define the degree of collaboration of the NSPs in order to provide the 

end-to-end service and the associated constraints imposed/choices allowed on the business rules coupled 

with the service provisioning process. Clearly, different sets of rules could lead to different levels of 

efficiency for the community and the interconnection market: A bad choice of policy rules, or alternatively 

a mis-configuration or potential abusive interpretation of those, could lead to high degree of opportunistic 

behaviour, inefficiency and limited choices for the customer. On the other hand, successful rules could 

promote the system’s efficiency and mitigate some of the inevitable expected problems.  

Note that the community rules defined in [Del3.5] are not conflicting the assumptions and work on this 

deliverable; For completeness reasons, we provide below the rules presented in [Del3.5] as WP3 

recommendations. Note however that the exact set of rules for each community type may be different in 

practise, as a result of negotiations among the interested NSPs. The rationale behind these rules comes 

from the WP3 community qualitative analysis, available in Annex A of [Del3.5]. 

The specific rules drafted for an Open Association are core rules that all types of communities must follow, 

and mainly enforce technical standardization. These are: 

1. NSPs that wish to be part of the ETICS community are obliged to comply with the community 

business policy rules and procedures. 

2. NSPs must announce their capabilities including Points of Interconnect (PoIs) and offers to 

neighbour NSP(s) of their own choice. 

3. An NSP can re-bundle offers from other NSPs with its own offers and publish them, as long as the 

original offer and the re-bundled offer can be independently considered for a service offering 

(thereby supporting open competition, and bundling by other NSPs). 

4. NSPs must utilize ETICS communication standards and open protocols available to all interested 

NSPs. 

5. NSPs must promote fair bargaining practices that enable an open market. 

6. NSPs must follow national and regional competition laws, where they exist. 
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7. NSPs must comply with confidentiality practices, never disclose private data to third-party, or 

community-confidential information to non-members of the community (e.g. private 

announcements, performance data, pricing). 

8. NSPs are free to choose the appropriate ETICS architecture scenario for the service composition. 

9. NSPs must form bilateral agreement(s) according to the ETICS SLA template 

10. NSPs must publicly announce the existence of bilateral agreement(s) (without prices), providing 

ASQ connectivity, according to the ETICS standards. 

These business policy rules reflect a voluntary set of bilateral non-disclosure agreements. Relating to the 

ETICS roadmap, this set of rules should describe an initial solution step that is as simple as possible, while 

still representing new value compared to best-effort Internet.  

Federation business policy rules are intended to promote accurate information dissemination within the 

community. The additional business policy rules are as follows: 

1. All open association policy rules are in effect, with the exception of rule #9, since Federation ASQs 

are not only made from bilateral agreements. 

2. An NSP wishing to be part of a Federation is obliged to comply with the Federation business policy 

rules and procedures.  

3. Public announcements must be forwarded without any modification to all members of the 

Federation. For the ETICS centralized architecture scenario, these announcements are sent to the 

facilitator only. 

4. The amount of technical information disclosed by members of the Federation is agreed by the 

members of the Federation. All members are obliged to share accurate information. 

5. PoIs that are used in the ASQ path cannot be changed without notifying the members of the 

Federation. 

6. An NSP must deploy a minimal monitoring system compatible with ETICS specification. It must 

allow the retrieval of its monitoring data by all members of the community and/or the service 

facilitator, to the extent defined by the community 

7. Any costs that relate to the ASQ service, and that incurred by the Federation as a whole, must be 

unanimously agreed by all members of the Federation, including the means to apportion these 

costs (e.g. cost of a facilitator for handling information sharing, or shared data repository). 

8. Addition of a new NSP to the Federation must follow ETICS specified procedures, and must be 

agreed by all members of the Federation. 

9. Any member of the Federation is free to leave the Federation, after fulfilling all of its obligations. 

The main new things here are a mandatory monitoring mechanism for service enforcement as well as 

accurate information dissemination, along with the optional but not mandatory use of a centralized 

Facilitator solely for information sharing. 
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An Alliance implies a common coordination model adopted for the provision of inter-domain services, a 

high level of trust, as well as technical and business information sharing between participating NSPs. This 

enables efficient forms of cooperation and respective mechanisms, including central control and 

management of resources and services. An alliance can e.g. share non-conformance penalties. It is also 

possible to enforce common management of admission control and routing policies. We do foresee that 

several partly competing alliances can operate according to different common objectives. 

Alliance business policy rules facilitate strict business coordination: 

1. All Federation rules are in effect. 

2. A member of the Alliance cannot be member to any other competing community instance for the 

same ASQs. 

3. Alliance members are prohibited from selling ASQs bypassing the Alliance. 

4. Each member commits to the resources contributed to the alliance; deviation from the agreed 

resource contribution will result in penalties for the underperforming NSP. 

5. The validity (duration and expiration period), allocation of each NSP's contributed resources and 

the respective price updates, traffic engineering and policy decisions adhere to the Alliance rules. 

6. Routing, admission control (SEFA layer) and resource allocation are regulated by the Alliance so 

that the Alliance agreed optimization goals are met. 

7. All members of the Alliance agree on a common coordination model, which might necessitate a 

centralised facilitator. 

The Alliance set of rules allow tighter cooperation among the NSPs, which both creates new opportunities 

and places very strong limitations/constraints on the participating NSPs. Alliance members agree on a 

common coordination model and the means to effectively handle the negotiation and the service 

composition phases, possibly by deploying a centralized facilitator entity. Actually the alliance seems to be 

regulating their entire inter-NSP business according to common alliance objectives. The precise amount of 

cooperation is to be decided by the participating NSPs: For instance, Rule 3 may be perceived as too 

restrictive by some NSPs who want to participate in an Alliance but yet maintain the option to sell ASQ 

goods tailored for a certain service also outside the Alliance. 

 

9.2 ROADMAP ISSUES 

In the following specific topics are addressed in a roadmap perspective. 
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9.2.1 MONITORING 

Bootstrapping 

In the bootstrapping phase, in order to implement the service quickly and with little additional costs for 

monitoring simple (and existing) tools like „ping“, „pathload“, „pathchirp“, etc. could be used. 

Ping: 

Ping is a computer network administration utility used to test the reachability of a host on an Internet 

Protocol (IP) network and to measure the round-trip time for messages sent from the originating host to a 

destination computer. The name comes from active sonar terminology which sends a pulse of sound and 

listens for the echo to detect objects underwater. 

(from Wikipedia) 

Pathload: 

The basic idea in PATHLOAD is that the one-way delays of a periodic packet stream show increasing trend 

when the stream rate is larger than the avail-bw. The measurement algorithm is iterative and it requires 

the cooperation of both the sender and the receiver. PATHLOAD in non-intrusive, meaning that it does not 

cause significant increases in the network utilization, delays, or losses. 

(pathload description from http://www.cc.gatech.edu) 

Pathchirp: 

pathChirp is an active probing tool for estimating the available bandwidth on a communication network 

path. Based on the concept of "self-induced congestion," pathChirp features an exponential flight pattern 

of probes we call a chirp. Packet chirps offer several significant advantages over current probing schemes 

based on packet pairs or packet trains. By rapidly increasing the probing rate within each chirp, pathChirp 

obtains a rich set of information from which to dynamically estimate the available bandwidth. 

(pathchirp description from http://www.spin.rice.edu) 

Short Term 

Start (or continue) using OAMMON. 

Short-Medium Term 

Start with active NMON. 

Reason: active NMON consumes fewer resources and thus is much cheaper! 

Medium Term 

Start with passive NMON (it is considered that passive NMON has active NMON “integrated” because the 

latter is the better solution for estimating packet drops! 

Deployment level: most ISPs (all in the ideal case) 
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Medium - Long Term 

Active NMON full deployment. 

Deployment level: all ISPs 

 

9.2.2 POLICY-BASED ROUTES AND RELATIONSHIP WITH BGP 

This section take a closer look at the steps that can be envisaged evolving from today’s Internet where only 

BGP based BE routes are available. We foresee three main steps: 

• Bootstrapping and short term phase: ASQ-enabling the BGP BE routes 

• Policy-based ASQ routes, by leveraging the BGP routing information, potentially facilitated by the 

NSBP (i.e. leveraging BGP routes to the same prefix received at different PoIs) 

• Policy-based ASQ routes purely facilitated by the NSBP 

For all three cases or options it is important to note that the BGP based BE routes will remain in operation, 

and that the ETICS NSBP can play a role in all three cases. Note also that the simplest steps may be 

applicable also at later phases and that all these solutions can live side-by side according to NSP business 

policy and preferences. 

While the first step for the bootstrapping and short term states that there is no impact on the inter-domain 

routing (the classical BE BGP route is ‟just” ASQ-enabled), it still allows each NSP on the path to route 

traffic differently inside its domain as illustrated below, as soon as this does not affect the selected PoI of 

the NSP’s ASQ path. 

 

FIGURE 14: ASQ-ENABLED INTER-NSP BGP BE ROUTE, WITH INTRA-NSP DIFFERENTIATED ROUTING 

This illustration is showing the traffic is flowing from the end-point A at the source E-NSP (sE-NSP) on the 

left towards the end-point B at the destination E-NSP (dE-NSP) to the right. While the sE-NSP can chose a 

different tunnel and route towards the first exit point (PoI at the first ASQ traffic exchange PoP) this 

approach do not allow selecting a different PoI than the BE route. However, in a similar manner the T-NSP 
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can steer the traffic onto different tunnels internally in his domain to reach the last PoP. For simplicity, the 

example illustrated show that only one T-NSP is involved. In this manner the ASQ traffic can get a more 

optimal treatment than the BE traffic while the technical solution as such can be relatively simple.  

At each PoP there is at least one PoI. For each PoI there is a pair of ASBRs. The PoI can be intra-office or 

inter-office but then, typically realized over a moderate distance link in one city. Hence, the latency related 

to the PoI itself is typically negligible and often the capacity across a PoI is dimensioned such that it is not a 

bottleneck. The T-NSP implicitly indicated in the figure has E2 relationships respectively with the sE-NSP as 

well as with the dE-NSP. Taking a closer look at the pair of ASBRs constituting the PoI we note that the 

routing decision by the egress ASBR can simply remain Internet IP destination-based with the addition of 

some CoS marking recognized and supported by the next NSP.  

Simplicity is very important to get the ETICS solution started and rolling. This first step is anticipated to 

introduce low additional costs to the NSPs, and in combination with SPNP and simple SEFA capabilities this 

approach can be an attractive “bootstrapping” step. Note that this approach can also leverage additional 

functionality for distance based charging, allowing going beyond the simplest SPNP solutions. 

The next step anticipates that the routing information exchanged by BGP is still utilized and these routes 

are used in the ASBRs in the same manner as in the first step. However, by leveraging these routes received 

at multiple PoIs as announced via eBGP by the supplier NSP via his ingress ASBR (see illustration above) a 

management system of the source E-NSP can learn multiple routes to the same IP prefix and take 

advantage of potentially additional exit point (PoI) alternatives for the destination prefixes (routes). For 

instance, by letting his ETICS system learn these routes the source E-NSP can install policy-based routes in 

his Access Routers while no additional steps are needed (compared with the previous step) in relation to his 

egress ASBRs. This approach is illustrated in the figure below. The ETICS NSBP is not shown as the 

illustration is focusing on the data plane. 

 

FIGURE 15: POLICY-BASED ASQ ROUTES, LEVERAGING BGP BE ROUTE INFORMATION 

In the context of the above illustration, consider again that the traffic is flowing from the end-point A at the 

sE-NSP on the left towards the end-point B at the dE-NSP to the right. By the route learning approach just 

described above this allows the sE-NSP to select and install policy-based routes at his source access router 

to enable it to select a different exit point, that is, a different PoI2Region service than the nearest (“hot-

potato based”) exit-point. This is illustrated in the figure above where the PoP 2 is selected for the ASQ 

traffic while the BE traffic is still using the BGP (by the iBGP process) destination based route. The 

assumption is that this exit-point and PoI2Region service offered at PoP 2 is a more optimal choice for the 
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sE-NSP given the offered PoI2Regions services and their prices. Note that the SLA aspects of the services 

are handled by the NSBP, so no extensions to BGP is anticipated or expected.  

The introduction of such policy-based routing as described above is a non-trivial additional step for the E-

NSPs. Efficient operationalization of such policies is needed and will typically require substantial 

modification of current practice and solutions. However, if operational practices have been established 

already for the support and enablement of the first step, the additional updates required by this second 

steps will be easier that going to step two directly.  

In the section just below the concept of specific SLA information for sub-regions is introduced. In this case 

the routing features by the ASBRs must be further extended for instance to take into the incoming tunnel 

label into account in the routing decision.   

While the first step can improve load balancing and allow protection of ASQ traffic within an NSP domain 

the second step will allow more powerful load-balancing opportunities, including selection of exit PoI (i.e. 

selection of PoI2Region service) according to more advanced policy choices. It is also interesting to note 

that the source E-NSP can rely on these approaches while the T-NSP(s) can utilize the more advanced ETICS 

solution options.  

For both options (or steps) above we observe that the Region as communicated by the NSBP in terms of 

PoI2Region offerings must related to the IP prefixes as communicated by BGP. Note that the IP prefixes 

communicated by the inter-NSP NSBP process may be more aggregated than the prefixes communicated 

through eBGP. While the first step can just rely on the mechanisms enabled by BGP in the cases where 

route updates are needed the second step will require additional capabilities by the internal NSBP process 

of the sE-NSP. For instance, there is a need to ensure that BGP route updates are captured by the NSBP of 

the sE-NSP, filtered as appropriate, and that the policy-based routes are rapidly updated in the 

corresponding access routers when needed. Whether this approach may introduce routing instabilities or 

mistakes should be further analysed.  

In the following the third step (option) is considered. This option corresponds with the fully automated 

ETICS solution options and assumes that the IP prefixes (routes) used for ASQ traffic is entirely 

communicated via the ETICS solution. As explained in D4.4 and in the roadmap section this can give 

additional choices and routing options by being independent of eBGP announcements while still taking 

advantage of iBGP oriented operational processes by the dE-NSP.  In this approach the routes are already 

directly communicated via the NSBP or the ETICS control plane. In addition to provision the corresponding 

policy-based routes in the Access Routers the sE-NSP must also provision policy-based routes in the ASBRs. 

Hence, this option will put stronger requirements on the ETICS solutions to ensure consistent and 

sufficiently rapid information exchange as routes are being introduced, modified or removed, as well as 

strong requirements on provisioning of the routes (that are facilitated ETICS) down into the access routers 

and the ASBRs. 

However, the ASQ traffic will in many cases be triggered by end-user ASQ connectivity requests. In such 

cases there may be a session establishment phase that can involve testing of connectivity to ensure that 

the expected routes are indeed in place and that the anticipated performance for specific  end-user ASQ 

connectivity instances are actually achieved.  
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9.2.3 POI2REGION SERVICES WITH FINER GRANULAR SLA SUPPORT 

 

In this section we introduce the notion of sub-regions in relation to PoI2Region services in order to provide 

more fine granular SLA information and associated supporting functionality. The proposal in this section 

can be seen as a way of leveraging on key properties of the advanced ETICS solution elements as the SLA 

information is already available via the ETICS core-system (NSBP) of the supplier NSP. The question 

addressed in this section is more on how an E-NSP being a customer of an ETICS supplier T-NSP can utilize 

such information.  

In the short and medium terms it is anticipated that the geographical span of the Region in a PoI2Region 

service is rather large, as several countries can be included or even large sub-continent regions such as 

“South-America”. The region will define a price for ASQ traffic to be sent to the region. While the SLA for 

such large granular regions can be defined in terms of total bandwidth as well as availability of the PoI 

there will be a need for more detailed SLA information communicated with such large grained PoI2Region 

services. The approach will be explained with reference to the illustration below. This can also be seen as a 

way to introduce additional options in relation to steps 2 and 3 as introduced above.  

 

 

FIGURE 16: POI2REGION SERVICES WITH FINER GRANULAR SLA INFORMATION, EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATION 

This illustration is again showing ASQ traffic that is flowing from the end-point A at the source E-NSP (sE-

NSP) on the left towards the end-point B at the destination E-NSP (dE-NSP) to the right. The illustrated 

scheme is allowing a situation where the sE-NSP is buying PoI2Region services of T-NSP T1 and T2 as 

follows. 
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• From T-NSP T1 at “First PoP” P1  

PoI2Region Service to a large Region, covering multiple dE-NSPs, where for instance the end-point 

(EP) B is served by dE-NSP as shown. For this EP B the traffic will enter the dE-NSP via the “Last 

PoP” P4 or P5. There are three sub-SLA that are relevant in relation to this EP. The additional 

explanations in parentheses are detailed information elements that are not communicated to the 

sE-NSP.  

o SLA P4-1 (direct) 

o SLA P4-2 (via P3) 

o SLA P5 (via P3) 

• From T-NSP T1 at “First PoP” P2 (similar explanation of context as above) 

o SLA P5-1 (via P3) 

o SLA P5-2 (direct) 

• From T-NSP T2 at “First PoP” P2 (similar explanation of context as above) 

o SLA P5-1 (via P3) 

o SLA P5-2 (direct) 

The idea here is that the different (sub) SLAs may cover the same sub-regions while the important 

parameters in focus here are latency and bandwidth. By knowing which PoP is the Last PoP where the T-

NSP(s) meet the dE-NSP we can know more detailed information related to this given Last PoP (or egress 

PoP). 

This scheme will allow the sE-NSP to take the additional SLA information into account to establish per 

PoI2Region tunnels from its source access routers to the first PoP. These pre-established tunnels will allow 

the sE-NSP to take the more fine-granular SLAs into account when establishing his infrastructure ASQ paths, 

and in addition, at the time of establishing per-end-user ASQ connectivity services. However, this latter 

SEFA-level handling of these ASQ connectivity instance is a topic that will be addressed in the SEFA section 

below. 

Here, we observe that there is a need for a finer grained intra-NSP ASQ tunnel scheme to take advantage of 

the finer-grained SLAs. However, we still avoid installing per-end-user (or customer) state in the ASBR. The 

routing decisions at the egress ASBRs must as mentioned above take these “source tunnels” into account. 

If the ASQ connectivity requirement by an end-customer is sufficiently high there will be a need for a full-

fledge ASQ tunnel service instead of the end-user ASQ connectivity service. However, this type of service 

falls outside the scope of this section. 

9.2.4  SEFA 

Building from the what is introduced in the section above (on finer grained SLAs) the SEFA-layer can enable 

to take this SLA information into account in the process of establishing end-user ASQ connectivity instances 

and real-time establishment of per-service policies at the access routers. 
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Consider now the case (with reference to the figure above) that the customer of source sE-NSP would like 

an ASQ connectivity service established from EP A to EP B in dE-NSP. Accordingly, the SEFA-level 

interrogation function should also support additional information about the connectivity segment from the 

Last PoP to the destination end-point, such as information about delay. By this capability the sE-NSP can 

make a qualified best-choice among a set of alternative PoI2Region services towards a given end-point. The 

SEFA interrogation should be prepared to also provide a list of Last PoPs according to the alternative 

PoI2Region services and sub-SLAs available to the sE-NSP. 

In this way the sE-NSP is able to calculate the end-to-end delay for the different alternative routes by 

adding together the appropriate information elements representing respectively the i) sE-NSP segment, the 

T-NSP(s) segment(s), and iii) the dE-NSP segment.  

Further work is needed to elaborate on and define a more detailed roadmap for end-user ASQ connectivity 

service variants and the SEFA capabilities needed for enabling these.  

9.2.5 INTER-NSP QOS TRAFFIC CLASSES 

This section presents examples of set of inter-NSP QoS classes and considers both a short-term setting as 

well as a more mature setting in order to provide an indication on how QoS traffic classes can be perceived 

in inter-NSP contexts.  

The overall target is to define QoS traffic classes in relation to both ASQ paths and the end-user ASQ 

connectivity level such that the anticipated service levels and associated traffic handling mechanisms are 

well defined according to their value propositions. Note that in general the QoS classes and the Per-Hop-

Behaviour (PHB) types are different topics as will be explained below.   

First, a short term set of classes is presented. 

 

FIGURE 17: EXAMPLE SET OF INTER-NSP QOS CLASSES FOR “SHORT TERM” 

It is anticipated that there are drivers among the NSP for introducing a BTBE service, in particular in a 

bootstrapping setting. However, in general, this approach cannot support assured bandwidth services. 

Main TypesMain TypesMain TypesMain Types QoS Priority ClassQoS Priority ClassQoS Priority ClassQoS Priority Class Charging principleCharging principleCharging principleCharging principle Example useExample useExample useExample use

Assured Bandwidth, 
with End2End 

Admission Control 
and Strict Priority

Low delay & Delay Variation SPNP & IPNP*
Real-time Voice and Video, 

assured BW

Assured Elastic Bandwidth SPNP & IPNP*
Assured Business Cloud 

Connectivity

Available Bandwidth, 
Weighted Priority.

Elastic 
non-assured BW.

Better Than BE (BTBE) SPNP only BTBE Off-net Content Delivery

Best Effort (BE) IP Peering or Transit Web interactive

SPNP = Sending Party Network Pays

IPNP = Initiating Party Network Pays

* Purely SPNP is also an option
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Hence, it is suggested that services requiring assured bandwidth and low delay and delay variation are 

supported by end-2-end admission control in order to ensure a minimum available bandwidth property. 

Note that for bootstrapping and short term with relatively low ASQ traffic level it may be the case that only 

two PHB priority levels are needed, one for the BE traffic and one for the other “premium” traffic. 

However, due to Lemon market effect it is suggested to be prepared for introducing assured bandwidth on-

demand services already in the short term. 

We also note that while these classes are applicable to the interconnection level an edge NSP may still 

introduce even more classes in his access & aggregation segment.  

In a longer term there can be a need for even more inter-NSP QoS classes. The main incentive is to 

introduce different levels of service availability and robustness, while still keeping the complexity exposed 

to realizing domains limited.  

 

FIGURE 18: EXAMPLE SET OF INTER-NSP QOS CLASSES FOR “LONGER TERM” 

While there can be benefits of supporting several QoS classes (marks) at the interconnections in order to 

support QoS traffic class markings end-to-end the PHB classes may be fewer and several QoS classes may 

go into the same ASQ path traffic class. This will typically require a QoS class marking at the level of the ASQ 

tunnel. Hence, at the dE-NSP the inner QoS markings can again be used in the traffic management for finer 

granular traffic handling.  

 

9.2.6 DESTINATION REGION CHARGING 

The ETICS project proposes the Sending Party Network Pays (SPNP) principle as the foundation for 

performing charging of the wholesale traffic aggregate level. This principle prescribes that money should 

follow the IP packets, and the price should be based on the delivery characteristics required for each 

Main TypesMain TypesMain TypesMain Types QoSQoSQoSQoS Priority ClassPriority ClassPriority ClassPriority Class Charging principleCharging principleCharging principleCharging principle Example Example Example Example useuseuseuse

TBD. Critical NA.
NSP critical management and 

control

Assured 
Bandwidth, with 

End2End 
Admission Control 
and Strict Priority

Low delay & Delay 
Variation

SPNP & IPNP* Emergency and Top priority

Low delay & Delay 
Variation

SPNP & IPNP*
Real-time Voice and Video, 

assured BW

Assured Elastic Bandwidth SPNP & IPNP*
Assured Business Cloud 

Connectivity

Available 
Bandwidth, 

Weighted Priority.
Elastic 

non-assured BW.

Enterprise BTBE SPNP only Business webinar streaming

Consumer BTBE SPNP only BTBE Off-net Content Delivery

Best Effort IP P/T or SPNP only Interactive

Least Effort IP P/T or SPNP only Background traffic

IP P/T – IP Peering or Transit
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packet. We envision that SPNP as a common basic charging principle could support the deployment of QoS 

in the IP interconnection market by giving a common reference for price negotiations.  

The SPNP concept is very generic and high-level, and thus is generally applicable. A reasonable question 

that comes up is how this principle is expected to be applied, and more specifically whether there is a 

concrete charging mechanism that adopts this generic principle and is applicable to real-world networks. 

This is of particular importance for the SPNP applicability and clearly any SPNP-motivated charging 

mechanism proposal should be applicable for cases when more than two networks are involved in the end-

to-end service provisioning.  

To this end, the destination (and distance-based) region charging comprises such a candidate scheme that 

adopts the SPNP charging principle and also has several desirable properties. Destination region charging 

simply means that NSPs charge in general different prices for delivering packets to different external 

destinations/regions. In particular, according to [Einsiedler98], distance closely reflects of the costs 

generated by a traffic flow. Efficient charging can be done by identifying different destination regions as 

different charging zones whose prices are in line with the underlying effort of the network to carry 

efficiently the traffic to these zones and the different maintenance costs or congestion exhibited. Note that 

this is also in line with the current pricing model used in the transit model; Telegeography [Telegeography] 

reveals significant differences of the prices of the carriers over different zones. For instance, the prices 

based on GigE of Q2 2012 range from USD 3.13 per Mbps in EU to USD 15.00 per Mbps in Asia [Del3.5]. 

Note that for Autonomous Systems that are limited to a specific geographical region then an AS-based 

destination charging mechanism is the most straightforward choice. When the destination is a large 

Autonomous Systems that covers several continents, an additional geographical level could also be 

considered by the transit provider, also taking into account the PoI. For example, with two large AS 

networks interconnected at different regions, different prices are offered from each PoI between Customer 

and Provider (in USA and EU) to each PoI between Provider and Destination. 

It is envisioned that destination region charging could be applied from the moment that region-based 

services are available that are based on IP prefixes as communicated by the NSBP. This is likely to occur in 

the medium term of the ETICS roll out. A thorough presentation of this charging mechanism, along with 

illustrative examples, is provided as Section 12.4 in Appendix D of the Deliverable 3.5 [Del3.5], from which 

the aforementioned summary has been extracted.  

 

9.2.7 CONGESTION CHARGING 

Congestion charging allows reflecting simultaneously charges for usage and QoS for services which only 

require low loss, and in general can tolerate statistical rather than strict QoS guarantees. To this end, a 

promising approach relies on exposing networks’ congestion and at carriers’ inter-connection boundaries 

uses this for QoS-policing functions and bulk-data layer charging purposes. Examples of candidate 

interconnect services whose QoS could be mediated among carriers via congestion charging are: 

• Streaming video content-delivery: as this can tolerate moderately high delays, but it needs to 

maintain a high enough data rate.  
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• Datacentre-based services: specifically services over interconnected datacentres across multiple-

carrier networks. Data centre infrastructure providers can deploy congestion policing at ingress 

nodes to the datacentre. 

The advantage of exposing congestion is that ultimately this would drive a shift of consumption away from 

peak-usage times. At inter-connection boundaries, carriers would be able to infer upstream congestion by 

simply bulk-monitoring incoming aggregate rates and ECN marking. Aggregate ECN marks give indication of 

congestion already experienced upstream along a path, not congestion expected downstream. This only 

allows providers to ascertain whether their upstream providers have kept their obligations to support given 

QoS guarantees, not their downstream networks. This could be achieved for example by means of an 

extension of ECN protocol and its exposure at the OSI IP layer, to indicate both congestion experienced 

upstream as well as congestion expected downstream [BR11]. As an example of congestion-volume, at a 

single user level, if a user sent a 1GB of a file while the loss-probability is a constant at 0.2% then her 

congestion-volume is 1GB x 0.2% = 2MB. This can be measured by the total volume that is discarded or ECN 

marked.   

A common criticism of congestion charging is that, with a Sender-Network-Pay model, it would not give 

network providers incentives to upgrade their network and hence increase congestion. However a counter-

argument to this is provided in [Varian10], where it is supported that in a competitive market this would 

result in providers suffering loss of business from customers (end-users or other providers) and ultimately 

opting for less congested providers. 

Congestion charging could be integrated in the ETICS solution roll out at a longer-term, for the services 

needed and for which simpler solutions do not suffice. A detailed discussion is provided in subsection 12.3 

of Annex D of the ETICS Deliverable 3.5 [Del3.5].  

(Consider whether the Congestion charging should be coupled with the Better Than BE (BTBE) QoS Traffic 

type.)  

 

9.2.8 DYNAMIC PRICING 

From a QoS-support perspective, service coordination may be interpreted as spanning across two main 

control layers: bulk- data and flows. The bulk-data layer includes functions such as rate policing and path 

characterisation while the higher per-flow layer encompasses functions such as rate control and admission 

control. Dynamic pricing could be applicable in general in both layers, and the higher expected dynamicity 

of flows arrivals and the network conditions are, the more it would be expected that such an approach 

would pay off. Dynamic pricing regimes give carriers (and potentially in turn their customers) incentives to 

smooth out their traffic and hence reduce peak-time network usage and congestion. 

The per-session charging, in conjunction with suitably devised clearing functions, can support dynamic 

pricing mechanisms for sharing value-based revenues across edge networks with intervening networks. A 

session could be initiated by a data sender, receiver, both or some third party. A clearing function would 

then receive payment by the session initiator and also have relationships with intervening ISPs and carriers 
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to re-apportion the associated revenues. There are multiple modes in which such a dynamic clearing 

function could operate, including that under a Sending-Party-Network-Pays model (Figure 19).  

 

 

FIGURE 19:  EXAMPLES OF CLEARING FUNCTION FOR DUPLEX FLOWS WITH A SPNP MODEL [BR05B] 

Dynamic pricing schemes could be envisioned for the longer term of the ETICS roll out, due to their 

inherently higher complexity compared to simpler schemes (such as the destination region based). The 

reader is encouraged to refer to Appendix D of [Del3.5] for more details on the different charging layers 

and the respective pricing schemes that are envisioned.  

 

 

 

 


